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SL•MMARY

This report provides a historical background of airplane

structures testing with primary emphasis on that done by the United

States Air Force.

"Failures, it is said, are more instructive than

successes: and thus far in flying machines there

have been nothing but failures".*

The above quote was made by an unknown author prior to 1894.

Since that time, events have not changed enough to have lost its

truthfulness, New airplanes still crash while i,, flight, but ground

test and subsequent investigations pinpoint the cause. This quote

referred to the entire airplane, though the usual cause was structural

at that time. Experi, ce since then has demonstrated that a structures

test prograr which does not experience a failure, or failures, is

susDect to the engineer in charge of -. sting.

Perhaps some day structures designers will perfect their skills

and knowledge to such a level that airplane structures testing will become

a redundant task, but that day is still over th horizon.

The evolution of structures testing, as described in this report,

shows that it grew from the simple task of pouring sand on a structure

to complicated computer operated electro-hydraulic loading systems which

also program and control the structure's simulated envirornents. All

this is done within the context of the airplane or space vehicle's

design function or mission.

*Progress in Flying Machin-,. Octave Chanute

Xi
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SECTION I

I NTRODUCT ION

The history of airframe structures testing began with the

Wright Brothers, although Otto Lilienthal, Samuel Langley and others

first tested their structures using sand loading methods. This

historical report on structures t'-ting provides an insight by

detailing selected facts, and imparts considerable knowledge for those

becoming involved in structural testing and related professionis. This

history is of particular importance to the beginning structures

engineer in government and industry.

Testing of airplane structures has been an exciting business

since the McCook Field (predecessor to Wright field Laboratories)

heydays. The important highlights of structural testing's growth )re

presented in relat'on to other important flight requirements from

structures testing's crude beginninos to the oresent. The static test

work, first done with sand and log chains, has crown into an important

engineering discipline of great complexity and sophistication.

The structural integrity test requirements for military airpl.'nes,

wnen properly met, insures that an airplane will be operationally safe

for its design mis~ion, Such testing has not always been done, yet

much was learned through trial and error -Derations, redesign and retest.

Each design concept has required comprehensive testing to demonstrate

and verify design objectives.

In the beginning, proof of structural adequacy was seldom undertaken

and proven by the manufacturer. The burden of proving 2n aircraft's

I
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adequacy was left to skilled, impartial and experienced users.

Perfection in airframe testing has been accomplished by using the

conmined experience of government and industry. Generally, the

government test methods were made available and copied by industry

before they began their own research and development work on improving

test methods, The McCook and Wrloht Fields have always been held in

high eqard for pioneerino work in new test methods and in contributing

to airplane structural integrity and flight safety.

Until the military buildup for World 4ar 11, the Air Force's

airolane operations depended very little or industry re:nurces. Since

that ti-ne it has become nearly totally dependent. The McCook Field and

early ,rorqt Field operations representea the approach to a national

test facility to be available to the airplane oriented -ilitary services.

Interest to establish a national test facility renrained in the Air Force

until tho late 1960's.: The present trend of 30 percent of its own work

within the )epartrv.rt of Defense assures that there will not be a renewal

of interest in such 2 ,est 'a2illty.

Air Force test erqineers are totally obiective in their efforts to

obtain the best test results at lowest cost without jeopardizing the

results. This had been true since the beginninq of McCook Field.

It is invortant that the Air rorce perform, its own structures testinq

while retaining its leadership in test rmethods and audit capability for

its contracts.

Structures testing is notorious for not following a set schedule

because of isnpredictable failures, load changes and modifications.



These become extremely costly when done at a contractor fac-lity as

corpared to the same work when done in a qovernment fac~iity.

The history of testing highlichts the Air ForYce test fa.:ilitj

at Wright Field and its test methods. The structures test facility is

currently used primarily in support of test programs under the Air Force

Fligqht Dyra-,iics Laboratory's exploratory and advanced !tr,,ctu-.l

development efforts. The structures test facility provides tue Air Force

with a uniQue capability to experimentally determine the structural

inteqrity and reliability of new military flight vehicle structures and

advanced aerospace structurat concepts. The Air Force test facility has

test capabilities greater than most aerospace contract facilities and

remains a leader in test methods develop,-ent..

4
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SECTION II

ARfIY AND AIR FORCE MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS IN
AIRPLANE STRUCTURES TESTING

The testing of airplane structures has changed nreatly since the

first static test was performed by the Wright brothers in 190,3. It

was some time before the United States Army realized that static

testing tas necessary and essentia: for flight L.fety and that it

was a continuing necessity.

Such static testing of flight vehicle strictures is presently

done at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

under the Air Force military organizational structure using civilian

evployees primarily.

While edrly ,'ilitary conwnands did not recognize the need to test

airplanes, it was done in some simple form by the manufacturer before

being accepted by the military.

The Air Force is now a huge organi2ation which had its teglnnings

so-•ewhere in the lowest echelons of the Urited States Army in 1907

unde" Brigadier General James Allen. He established an Aeronautical

Division in the office of the Chief Signal Officer, which up to that

time had only used balloons, The Wriqht Flyer became the first and only

military airpane through early 1911. It crashed on November 5, 1909

while being floye, by Lt. Frank P. Lahtn and Lt. Frederic E. Humphreys

at College Park, Maryland. They were -ecalled to their regulr duty

statlons which left only Lt. Benjamin Foulois as a military pilot. He

Smoved the repaired airplane to Fort Sam Houston, Texas for the winter

to be able to fly under better weather conditions. Lt. Foulols

°6



learned to fly there by corresponding with the Wright brothers. He

made 61 flights fr-m March to September 1910. He used up the initial

150 dollar allotment and then had to use his own money to keep the

contraption patched up and in the air. He finally took the Wright's

recommuendations against rebuildinq it anyiore, which left the Army

without an airplane.

Robert F. Collier bought a Wright Type 8 airplane and loaned it

to the Army in 1911. Finally, Congress appropriated some money and

the Army bought a Wright Type P and a Curtiss Model D and had them

dcllvered to Fort Sam Hcuston in April 1911. Three additional pilots

were assigned from the flyiog school at North Island, California.

Tnat sunriner the Aeronautical Division established a flying school at

College Park, Maryland and flying activities were -ontinued there.

On July 18. 1914, Congress accorded statuatory recognition to

military aviation by establishing an Aviation Section as part of the

Signal Corps. Most of the Army's efforts were involved in putting

together an orqanization to fly and to teach flying. It had very little

conception of how the airplane could be used as a fighting machine until

the synchronized aerial machine gun was invented in 1913 and 1914 by

both a German and French inventor. This invention was to take some

time in perfectinq, but it did make the airplane a formidable weapon.

U1p to this time. the airplane was held in less regard than a horse

because it took too many people to operate and maintain, and it was

absolutely useless in bad weather,

Just before World War I in Europe. the Aviaticn Section personnel

.- thcrizat!on was raised to 60 officers, including students, with an

7



airplane i'tventory of 28. In December 1915, it had 23 airplanes and

44 officers. The airplanes were training types by European standards.

World War I changed the status of the airplane, and the United

States finally became involved formally by declaring war on Germany

April 6, 1917. The Signal Corps plan promised 10.000 aircraft, trained

pilots to fly them and all the other needs for the "Winged Cavalry."

The program called for 2,000 airplanes and 4,000 engines per month.

At that tim,'e there was only one aircraft manufacturer of any significance

in the United States--the Curtiss Company. It was turning out about

100 primary trainers per month for the British. Up to this time no

m ilitary planes had been built and very few technically trained

Anericans had ever seen one.

Three days after the declaration of war, the Dayton-Wright

Aeroplane Cc, at South Field (Moraine Field), was organized to pr-,duce

airplane,. !t oroduced 400 Standard SJ-l trainers and 3,106 DeHavilland

OH-4 two place observation biplanes during the war. The United States

built what was considered to be the best of the European models for its

"Flying Cavalry."

On May 24, 1917, an Aircraft Enaineering Equipment Division of the

Signal Corps was organized which included an Enqine Design Section and

a Plane Design Section. Two months later these sections were reformed

into the Airplane Engineering Department. They were located at

McCook Field, a new aviation facility in Dayton, Ohio.

On May 24, 1918, the Aviation Section of the Signal Corps was

discontinued and replaced by the Air Service (n.mt the Air Service of

Lhe Anerican Expeditionary Force activated in mid-1917). Subsequent

8



reorganizational efforts led to the inclusion of the Airplane

Engineerina Division August 31, 1918. The major responsibility of

the experimental engineering managers was aeronautical research and

engineering. The subdivision allowed contracting for experimental

work and controlled most of McCook's facilities such as the

engineering drafting, airplane fabri.-!tlons shops, the laboratories

and the airfield area itself.

By mid-1919, the Airplane EngineerinQ Division became the

Engineering Division. This title and basic function continued until

July 2, 1926 when the Arr.y Air Corps replaced the Air Service. The

old Engineering Division. was broadened to include supply, procurement

and mainttna'ice of aircraft. The name was changed to Materiel

Division. During this time from 1917 to 1926 McCook Field placed in

the ranks of the world's foremost aeronautical laboratories. Its

engineers and r*,c'anics worked on, or initiated and proved, the

turbo-supercharger, the helicopter, reversible propellor, air to air

refueling, controllable pitch propellers, bulletproof gasoline tanks,

all metal airplanes, parachutes, special steels and alloys for

airplane engine manufacture ano many other things.

An Air Corps Materiel Divis.icn was set up at Wright Field

(McCook's successor) with supply, procurement, and aircraft maintenance

functions. Development responsibilities were delegated to an

Experimental Engineering Section which remained in operation throughout

the years which included the evolution of the Air Corps into the

Arvwy Air Force(s) June 20, 1941.

9



At the beginning of World War Ii the United States millttry was

not in a much different position than it was just before World War I.

Under the National Defense Act of 1940, 6,000 airplanes were

authorized and President Roosevelt asked Congress to increase aircraft

production to 50,000 airplanes per year and airplane manufacturers

were ordered to tool up for mass production.

During all of the many :rld War II organizational realignments,

and the establishment of an independent United States Air Force on

September 18, 1947, the Experimental Engineering Section remained.

During mxost of this time it was under the Air Materiel Command. In

1951, the Air Materiel Commaid's applied research functions were

assigned to the Air Research and Development Com-.and, a new organization,

The Wright Field aeronautical laboratories and facilities (which were

the old Engineering Division or Experimental Engineering Sect -ý were

organized into the Wright Air Development Center of the Air Retvarch

and Development Connand. Testing of airplane structures was done in

the facilities of the Aircraft Laboratory.

Tne obstacles and limitations which were thought to limit flight were

emoved when the speed -f sound was broken October 1947. This was

followed with development of the intercontinental missile and the

orbiting Russian Sputnik. The Wright Air Development Center's

responsibilities changed, The organizational structure was changed and

called the Wright Air Development Division in late 1960. On April 1, 1961,

another mission snake-up involved the Air Materiel and the Air Research

and Development Coiwnands. The Wright Air Develcpment Division was

10



discontinued ana in its place the Aeronautical Systems Division was

formed, one major segment of the new Air Force Systems Command. At this

time the Directorate of Engineering Test was formed and took over all

of the Wright-Patterson AFB test facilities and shop support functions.

In June 1963, the laboratories and facilities were reorganized

directly under the Air Force Systems Comnmand and renoved from control

of the Aeronautical Systems DOvision. The Directorate of Engineering

Test was abolished. The different test facilities were assigned to the

laboratories. St-ucturai test~nq operation. were placed in thE Air Force

Flight Dyne-ics Liboratory.

A reorganization in August 1975 was made in order to establish a

center of excellence and to Oive better support to Aeronautical Systems

Division amono several other oLiJctives. This organization was the

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories which cons:sted of the

Avionics Laboratory, Aero Propulsion Laboratory. Flight Dynamics

Laboratory, and Mdterials Lal, atory.

II



SECTION III

DEVELOPNIENT OF FLIGHT

The ambition to fly has been in man's blood since he first watched

birds fly and soar. First attenpts to fly imitated birds by attaching

"11winrs" to his arms and legs to jump off cliffs and towers. Birds

were man's inspiration and envy and his attempts to imitate them most

often were met with tragedy.

Birds had no basic probtem with structure, aerodynamics, flutter,

stability, control, propulsion or anythino except for the most severe

weather conditions. They experienced no wino failure in fliqht which

perhaps led to Pan's early complacency concerning his safety or that

of his airplane.

Man first used featners, bamboo rods, willow canes, wood, steel,

aluminum, cloth, and marny other -ateriais in an effort to find the right

comb•ination structure tnat was built strong and light enough to support

it and himself while in the air,. H.e fastened the parts together with

glue, strnc, wire, solder, welds. etc. In so doinq. he eventually

learned that it was necessary to know the exact -mechanical and physical

properties of each material alonq with its •iimitations.

According to Greek legend, Icarus attempted to escape from Crete

with wings built by his father Daedalus, but in so doing lost his life

when he flew too high and the sun melted the wax by which his wings were

fastened. King Bladud of England was also killed while attenpting to

fly in 825 B.C.

Although Roger Bacon speculated about mechanical flight around 1250,

the first man to ,o aeronautical design was Leonardo Da Vinci around

12



1403-1503 when he designed the first parachute, finned projectiles,

ornithopter., the first Dowered airplane and wrote on bird flight.

Much of this knowledge was never made public, and contributed nothinq

to fliqnt development. Newton's theory of the power required for a

flat plate to sustain lift and draq retarded flight for many years.

He and other physicists were responsible for this error being

perpetuated.

In the intervening years a number of men toyed with solving the

problems of flight using wings (attached to the body), kites,

wincdmiills, ornithopers, lighter than air flying, gliders, helicopters,

airscrews, and Jet and rocket power ideas, but not a single flight

materialized until the hot air balo'on was invented and demonstrated.

Yet nothing appears in nature lighter than air which can fly. Too much

time was lost as a result of lighter than air balloons and retarded

nechanical flight.

Sir (eoroe Cayley, father of British aeronautics, did some

important work by flying a model helicopter. He also designed a

modern conficuration airplane with fixed wings. tail unit control

surfaces and an auxiliary method of propulsicen. Cayley tested airfoils

on a whirling anm, flew glider models, invented the cycle type tension

wheel, flew the first unmanned full sized gliders, designed a solid of

least resistance based on studies of the trout, designed a converti-

Dl3ne which was the first biplane, first man carrying flight by an

airplane (glider) not under occupant's control, designed a stretched

rubber motor for airplane models, and t-ied to fcrcn an aeronautical



society during the tinm. period 1796 to 1853. Cayley helped make

manned flight possible and was the most impottant designer and

experimenter at that time in history.

There were many men following Cayley who designed, invented and

made vehicles for attempting mechanical flight. John Browning built

the first wind tunnel in 1871 and N.A. Otto (Germany) invented the

four stroke engine which eventually provided the power for manned

flight. The first self-p. pelied powered model that demonstrated

inherent stability was designed and built in 1871 by Alphonse Ptnaud.

In 1874, F~lix Du Temple made the first powered take off in a

man carrying airplane, but it did not fly. The first motor propelled

flight was made by Clement Ader, a French inventor, in his steam

powered Eol) in 1890. It left the ground under its own power for

150-165 feet and crashed. None of these efforts resulted in sustained

or controlled flight and these and other such efforts were recorded as

hop flying,

[ In 1884. a Russian, Mozhaisky, tested a steam powered monoplane

usinq an English engine, driven by a large tractor propellor and t.o

small pusher propellors in the wing trailing edge. It took off down

a ski-jump ramp and was saio to be airborne 65-100 feet without sustained

flight.

In 1884, Horatio Phillips patented his invention of doubie surface

cambered wings which is the true foundation of modern airfoil design as

they were widely published and experimented with.

The problems of mechanical flight which had to be solved were

lift, thrust ard control. These remained to be solved when
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Otto Lillenthal (Germany) becane interested in flying in 1890.

instead of building an engine to propel a machine which could be

used to solve the balance problems, Jlllenthal built hang gliders

and used gravity as the motor His early flight experimentation was

done secretly at night to avoid being labeled as a nut and having to

endure more serious consequences, as the German government had taken

the official position that mechanical flight was impossible. It was

his opinion that successful flight depended on solving control which

he accomplished by changinc, his position while hanging beneath his

glider, He had 200-0 fliohts but had accumulated only about five

hours flight time when he was killed in an accident from a structural

weakness in his glider in 1896,

The Englishmar. Pilcher, was killed in his glider September 1899

because of a structural failure of a bamboo rod in the tall aisembly.

Pilcher and Lilienthal were believed to be the only two men who could

have solved the problems of powered flight up to this time. There

was a lot of exp(rimenting and inventing by others and the concept of

flight was still primarily limited to lea-ning the art of flying like

a bird.

it 4,,s Otto Lilienthal who laid the foundation for Pilcher,

Octave Cha te, John J, Montgomery and the Wright brothers. Cnanute

was a famous American civil engineer (a bridge builder) when he

became interested in gliding flight in 1889. He designed his gliders

with trusses and bracing usirg the principles of bridge design.

In approximately 1000 flights there were no structural failures.
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Chanute built a Lilienthal glider with the idea that he could

solve the oroblem of equilibrium in the air by making automatic

mechanical adjustments between the wind and the apparatus independent

of a man in the loop. He conducted his experiments in 1896 and 1897

at Dune Pa-k, Indiana (about 50 miles from. Chicago) with the

assistance of Augustus H. Hcrring, William Avery, W. Paul Butsov and

James Ricketts, He started the year Lilienthal was killed.

In 1894, Maxim, an American encineer in Great Britian, produced

a huqe steam driven aerial apparatus which while imppactical in looks

might have flown but lacked adequate control and crashed.

Professor Samuel Pierpont Lancley, Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution, constructed a steam driven model airplane in 1890 which

was unsuccessful, but he kept trying until he was successful in

1316. His model was 16 feet long, had a 13 foot wingspan, and used a

1-1/2 horsepower stear engine geared to twin propellors and was

launched from a special catapult mounted on top of a houseboat. He

continued this technique for his man carrying powered airplane in

1903, which failed. Langley was supported by the Armsy Board of

Ordnance and Fortification at a cost of S50.000, and an ur.known sum of

money from a Smithsonian fund for over 10 years. Langley's work

became the subject of a law suit with the Wrights several years later.

The Wright brothers, Wilbur and Orville, became first aware of

flying when their father, Reverend Milton Wright gave them a toy

helicopter in 1878. It was made of bamboo, cork and paper, and

represented the heavier than air flying machines of that time.
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It could fly on its own power, but could not be controlled. The older

brother. Orville, tried building one with the aim of improving on it,

but was not very successful. It was this particular helicopter gift

that molhed the future lives of these two men. Also, they should be

recognized as the two oreatest aerenautical engineers ot ill time for

their work.

Wilbur and Orville Wright did not have more than a 0ýormal high

school education, but undertook solving the problems of flight in a

way that no educated 'nan at that time would have dreamed of. They

left nothing to chance or ignorance. They studied everything on past

efforts to fly, all the books on birds, and corresponded with Chanite.

They believed that their only chance of success was to qet lots of

practice flying, which Lilienthal had failed to do. They believed

that flying was a very difficjlt art, and knnwing the problems

experienced in learning to ride a bicycle or horse with confidence,

the total time of five hcurs accumiulated by Lilienthal was not edequate.

The Wright brothers studied Lillenthal's tables on air pressures

aid lift, and built their first wind tunnel in 1901 after first having

done some experimentation with their glider at Kittyhawk, North Carolina.

Over 200 different wing sections were tested and they learned the range

and importance of the shift in the renter of pressure at different air

velocit;es and angles of attack. Every part of their gliders were

static tested for the required design strength before being flown.

Before their first glider flight, they developed a means of

control. They also mastered stability and balance before they ever

attempted to build their motor and propellors for powered flight.
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Extensive stress analyses were done, and they worked out the best

materials for their gliders and also used them for powered flight.

!n their experimental glider flight at Kittyhawk, they measured the

lift dnd drag. Using these values, they calculated the horsepower

required to sustain flight,

They glided, alternately, ind developed complete mastery over

light gusty winds. They s-eored at will, but would not venture too

high or more tha- s quarter circle so as not to endanger their works

or lives. It was at this same time that they learned the importance

of pre-flight inspection, and always made repairs at once when

something was out of' order. They were very careful not to take

unnecessary dancserous risks. The Wright brothers planned to succeed

and they would not take such risks as Lilienthal, Pilcher. and others,

whose deaths e,'ed their flying experiments. The Wrights realized

that some method of piloting their machines other than hanging by

their armoits was needed. They patterned their first glider designs

after Chanutt's double decker wines. They were in constant contact

with him for a nurber of years.

Their study of the horsepower necessary for flight led them

initially to the prone Position in gliders with mechanical controls

for balance. The methods use- by previous experinenters caused

physical fatioue and a depletion of energy, which in the event of

sudden wind qusts could wrench the machine from their grasps,.

The Wriqhts planned to use a tower with a r-.pe pulley and a

counterbalance. eauivalent to the weight of the operator, for

catapiultinq the olider into the air. in settling on the sand dunes
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at Kittyhawk where it appeared they could get a lot of flight time per

flight, they used the sand hills and a launch rail instead. Later on

they used the catapult for powered flight near Dayton.

While at Kittyhawk, they continued to study birds, primarily

buzzards, to learn their secret of balance and control. This

observation taught them that buzzards regained their lateral balance

when partly overturned by a gust of wind by torsion at the tips of

their wings. As they experimented, they continued to study the birds

while learning how to make adjustments to their glider's balance and

control,

The Wright brothers experimented for lateral control by flying

models as kites with the twisting of the wing tips done by them from

the ground. Once successful, t~hey added loads using chains or sand

bags of various weights to perfect the lifting qualities as well as

balance. It was somewhat of an accidental happening based on the

discussion of a dream, that one had, that they were able to work out

the simultaneous moveable vertical rudder and wing warping. This

occurred in OLtober 1902, was later patented. and is the flight

control principle used today.

Even before the WriQht brothers tried to glide their first machine,

they designed it to sustain five times their body weight and then

tested every piece. But they did not make bending or compression tests

as they were not equipped for them. They did perform a crude stress

analysis in addition to static testing the finished product. They were

aware that an awkward landing could cause failure of their machine, but

since the velocity relative to the ground was almost zero most of the

time, and the fact that they flew close to the ground. they did not
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consider this a real problem. Actually, these hmachines were so light

that if caught with a high wiod gust it would destroy them.

The Wright brother's first airplane weighed 750 pounds and was

pushed by two propellors driven in opposite directions by automobile

chains from a four cylinder gasoline motor of i2 horsepower. LLter, in

Dayton, it was launched on rails aided by a 1400 pound weight suspended

on a tower, First flights were low to the ground and speeds were kept

within the design cruise speed of less than 30 imph. Maneuvers were

not made until 1904, and that was started with a circle flight at the

southwest end of Patterson Field, which was known as Huffman Prairie

at that time, and was later named Wilbur Wright Field,

The Wriqht brother's early flights were not believed, and there

was confusion abroad in that the reporters in the Unite, States were

not aware of their significance and were not reporting them accurately

or in a manner w!rich would not attract attention.

The Wright brother's flights began to excite the Eurooean

military, but it was severdl years before the United States War

Department showed any interest, although Langley had been financed by

the War Departient for several years.

Langley proved what he had set out to do when he successfully flew

his steam propelled *andem wing model aerodrome, as he called it.

He never intended to build a piloted airplane, but after being

encouraged by the Army, he went ahead, with many reservations. Since

Langley was not an engineer, he did consult with engineers, although

none had ary real knowledge or appreciation of his objective.

The most important achievement of Langley, with the help of

Charles A. Maniy, was the successful design and development of a
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",0 horsepower gasoline engine that weighed only 120 pounds.

Manly worked as Langley's assistant, directed all of his

experimental work on his aerodrone, and was at the controls when the

two unsuccessful flight attempts were made. Langley was not even

present wheri Manly tried to fly the aerodrome from the houseboat

launch facility in the Potomac Piver at Widewater, Virginia.

Samuel P. Langley, as secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,

had too many other duties to devote his time, which prevented him from

perhaps becoming the first man credited with nechanicdl flight. His

workers, except for Manly, were less than motivated and caused many

model failures by poor workmanship and made unauthorized changes in

the belief that they knew the "minor" correction needed. Had Langley

devoted his full time and effort to this task, the results would have

been better.

While the Wrights were preparing to fly in a motor propelled

machine in 1903, it is interesting to note that Konstantin Tsiolkovsky

was proposing space travel by means of a step or multistage rocket

using liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen propellants, while even other

scientists were talking of atomic power. Yet, most people at that

time did nct believe that manned flight in an airplane would occur,

must less believe in space operations.

The Board of Ordnance and Fortification of the War Departm~ent

from 1904 through 1907 refused to believe that the Wright brothers

were successful, and continued to send them a form letter each of the

several times they offered their invention to the Army. The same form

letter was sent to all inventors of perpetual motion machines, and
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flying machines were placed in the same class.

Foreign governments were interested, but highly skeptical and

afraid to risk their names by entering into an agreement to buy a

flying machine. France was the most active country involved in

trying to solve mechanical flight but concentrated mainly on stable

flight. They imagined that the air would be an extension of the

ground in which they could drive and steer the airplane like the

automobile. it is interesting to note that, even after all the

secrets of flight were known to the Europeans, not a single minute

of powered flight was achieved until November 1907. They never fully

acceptve the fact that the Wrights had flown until Wilbur

demonstrated his airplane in France in August 1908. Those who watdhed

were dun*tfounded and realized how thoroughly they had been beaten by

the Apericans.

It was not until 1909 that the airplane was accepted as a

:ractica" vehicle. After all the effort cf many unorganized

rndividjals, it had taken ilO years for the practical powered airplane

*o becor,ý a reality.

Due to the Wright's later foreign ventures, more pressure was put

c-n the ',-y by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge to investigate the Wright

,r-ther's airplane, It was hard for anyone in politics and certain

"Pvels r' ,iovernment to believe the rebuff given the Wrights by the

V Deparsvent. but even letters to the Secretary of War from Senator

Lodge also ended up with the same stock reply by the Ordnance Board.

Finally, in the spring of 1907, Herbert Parson, a Congressman

from New York, sent President Theodore Roosevelt a clipping from
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Scientific American about the Wright's success with their flying

machine. The President, 'n response, sent the article and a note

through the Secretary of War, Taft, to the Ordnance Board. The Board

contacted the Wrights requesting a proposal to sell the Army one

airplane. The Wright brothers quoted $100,000 which they knew was an

excessively high price. Then the Board needed four months to inform

the Wrights that it had insufficient funds. The final agreement for

the one Flyer was tor a sum of $25,000 which the Board had. It is

ironic that their invention could have been bought for much less had

the Wrights been given better treatment by the Army. This example °f

the Army's performance and lack of foresight was repeated in aviation

many times.

The first airplane contract was finally given to the Wright

brothers after "competitive" bids on February 10, 1908. It contained

an incentive and penalty clause. The baseline speed was 40 mph, and

speeds below or above this speed would result in a specified de:rease

or increase in payment relative to the base price of $25,000.

Prior to the Army's final acceptance flight of the Wright Flyer,

a new wooden propellor, which had been out on the night before for

better performance, split and broke brace wires causing loss of control.

The resultirm crash, September 17, 1908, killed Lt. Thomas Selfridge

and severely injured Orville Wright, but he recovered. The plane was

rebuilt and it remained the only airplane in the Army through early 1911.

The Wrights first put wheels on their airplanes in 1910. After

flyino their machines on the Huffman Prairie for all those years, they

finally flew over the city of Dayton. The citizens ha6 never before

seen an airplane. Most of them did not believe the stories they had
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heard about the Wright brother's flying activities.

Wright airplane rompanies were established in Europe before they

were in the United States. When they finally did set up companies

here, their first office was in New York with their plant in Dayton.

Grover Loening, the first persor to study aeronautical science

in a university, began his employment dt the Wriht Company in 1913.

and he later became its factory manager.

At the time of his death from typhoid fever, May 30. 1912. Wilbur

Wright was entangled full time in patent infringement suits. His

death was a tragic loss to Orville and their business, as well as to

aviation in general, but aviation was attracting many other converts

who were building their own planes, Foreign governments were by this

time very interested in the airplane, especi6lly in England, France,

Germ3ny, and Italy.

The Wright brother's accomplishments encouraged others to build

airplanes all over the civilized world., The combination of engine

horsepower ratinq, propellor design and efficiency, and structural

desiqn were paramount to success. Each year saw advances and setbacks.

Flyers died and others stepped in where tey had left off, each time

making safer and longer flights.

T:e first metal airplane (monoplane) built mostly of aluminum was

done in 1910 by Moisant, but it could not fly. A German, Dr. Adolph

Rohrback, started building smooth skinned metal wings of box spar

construction in 1919. This was considered the beginning of the modern

stressed skin concept and the basis fcr structural design of the

aircraft that ultimately broke the sound barrier and also helped

determine the designs of currently flying airplanes.
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There was no organized or zystematic research, planning or

development of the follow-on work done by the Wright brothers through

1911. Then in 1912, the first know; laboratory in the world for

experimental studies and invesLigtion to improve the airplane was

founded in Berlin, Germany. it was called the Deutsch Versuchsaustalt

fur Luftfahrt (DVL) twaded u; by Hans J. Reissner. In 1913, at

Farnborouqh, England, methods were developed for inspection, testing

and basic aeronautical research. Basic aeronautical researth and

development at that time was for improved airfoils of high lift and

low draq with suprisingly little attention given to improving structures.

The problems of aerodynamics were being studied by Prandtl. Kutta,

Joukowski and Von Karman. The Germans later expanded their operation

to include structures, but it was not until 1917 that the United States

set up its research and development laboratories covering flight

operations for warfare at McCook Fielt', Dayton. Ohio.

The airplane was first equipped with guns and used in a war in

1911 in Spain. War in the air was envisioned long before when

Francesco de Lana prophetically described it in 1670.

The year 1912 brought forth military aviation, the spin, and thE

first intentional aerobatics, loops, upside down flying, vertical S,

inverted loop, bunt and rollout and tail slice.

The United States Amy Materiel Division's reason for not building

all metal airplanes in 1927 was their lack of accessibility, added weight,

high cost of construction and corrosion of thin sheet aluminum. This was

still the belief of the Materiel Division when every aircraft manufacturer

in the United States was working on all metal airplane designs, which
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were mostly financed by the Army and Navy. Practical fabrication of

metal airplanes began with the DC-l, DC-2, B-9 and others in the early

1930's. By 1936, airplanes were being constructed of stainless steel

and magnesium in addition to those of aluminum, steel, wood and fabric.

World War II did much to extend the frontiers of aviation.

Germany developed the rocket and jet propulsion for offensive and

defensive war operations. After their defeat, these scientists and

engineers were captured and moved to the United States and Russia

where they continued to develop rocketry and jet propulsion. Both

forms of propulsion were destined to eliminate what was then known as

the sound barrier. Rocket propulsion for aircraft, first accomplished

in the United States in August 1953, resulted in the deslgh, and

operation of orbiting flight vehicles and the solution to re-entry

problems as well as escape from the earth's gravity.

The Air Force began flying its Century series aircraft in May 1953,

They flew faster than the speed of sound in level flight and counteracted

a similar flight capdbility of the Russian MIG-15 in the Korean conflict.

There was a shockwave impac:t in tne United States when the Russian

scientists and engineers launched the first successful orbiting space

vehicle ir 1957. The United States was accustomed to beinq first in

just abcut everything involving flight. This provided the imietus and

challenge necessary for President Kennedy to set the goal of putting a

man on the moon in the following decade, This effort commanded the

dedication of billions of dollars in research and develop-ent, new
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facilities, and many vital resources to solve all the problems to

achieve this goal. It was a national challenge, similar in nature

to the personal challenge undertaken by the Wright brothers in 1899.

The moon task was assigned to the National Aeronautical and Space

Agency (NASA). It was seenmiigly managed to near perfection and the

first moon landing by Apollo 1 was made on 20 July 1969 and ended with

Apollo 7 landing back on earth on 19 December 1972.

In the early 1940's there was research and development done on

composite materials and sanr4wich construction for the BT-15 and AT-6.

Static tests at Wright Field in November 1943 3nd flight tests in

March 1944 proved these concepts. Other such work was done through

September 1946 on the AT-6, and It was flight tested for 1600 hours.

Composites development was dropped for no understandable reason but was

revived in the 1970's. The coposite material demonstrated superior

strength, durability and a weight reducti. -f 30 to 40 percent over

comparable metal designs, but there were problems with lightning strikes

and humidity.

Hinh terperature skin material usaqe was n't a major concern as

the United States Air Force during the Vietnam, war had reverted back

to low and slow type licntini airplanes, Also, suprsonic flight over

mrest land areas was cssentially fortKidden, and fl"Vlt research was in

the transonic regions for better fliQht economy, thus makina .:rmpostie

structures very attractive.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) had responsibility for

development of the supersonic transport, but environmental grc.Li in

the United States convinced Congress that it should be cancelled.
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This decision left a wide open field to England, France and Russia

for such flight development and operations. The combtined effort by

England dnd France resulted in the Concorde which is in comwercial

passenger seyvice, but it was prevented from landinq in the United States

by pressure from environmental grotps for several years.

The first all titanium high performance airplane, the SR-71, was

built secretly for the Air Force by Lockheed in 1967. This was a

revolutionary airplane capable of high Mach number and extremely hlih

altitude which enabled it to be unchallenged fov high altitude

reconnaissance all over the world., In future years perhaps another

new mett) will be successfully used to expand the frontiers of flight.

The possibility of using metallic hydrogen is no more remote now than

titanium was to the desiqners of the 1920's.

The United States Space Shuttle by NASA uses liquid hydrooen as

did many of the space vertical launch boostv'r• up throuch the Apollo

flights. 1t uses aluminum sub-structure insulated from re-entry

tenperature by a special insulation bond'ed with silicone to the aluminum.

The suace shuttle is a revolutionary step where man can put more things

it; o-blt cheaper and retrieve those wnich are no longer useful and

hazardous to inhabitants orn Pa th. This provides a stepping stone to

achieve the age old dream of visiting tde s.ars and planets. It will

br•,ak the final barrier for both atmspher'c and space flight and

create new problems for man to safely venture into the universe.
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SECTION IV

AIRPLAN4E STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

Construction techniques for airplanes and glider construction

of the 1800's used whatever materials were available relative to

needed strength and weight. Otto Lillenthal quickly learned that

metal was not suited to his construction ideas and techniques, He

considered making metal wings for his gliders, but found that

alpninuwr was eight times heavier than willow wocod construction with

barely four times the strength. Lilienthal settled on willow wood

which could be easily forned, and was much more suitable for his purpose

than bamboo or aluminum. The difference between the permanent strain

of w'llow wood and its breaking strength offered Lilienthal a factor

of sadety of nearly three.

Samuel Langley found that hollow r~bs constructed of spruce were

much stronger than altrmnum, tubing of the same weight. Regardless of

the material used he found that geometry was a very important

consideration. Langley's box-like design for a wing rib, for examp!.e,

was heavier than an I-beam teLtion, LbJt the I-beam v-iuld twist when

,made long enough for the wing rib design. M.ty of his ideas were

borrowed frcm nature and he had difficulty evaluating the cause and

effect between material usage and design conf1~uratizn. His reearch

and development were thorough. through trial ane error metnods, but

not always fruitful The frame of his aerodrome was made, from sueel

tubing which did not present the kind of problems that Plagued t-im f-

wing design and it was ove-designed by comparis.n.



The Wright brothers settled on spruce wood for glider and

airframe construction iiterials, and were so successful that for many

years the general belief was that the use o: spruce wood for

construction was critical to mechanical flight. Their research and

development oas more professional, and their success in material

usage seemed preordained by comparison to the other experimenters.

The advances of r'ilitary aircraft were dependent on research and

development MR&D) to improve performance - most often at the expense

of cost and operating economy. The airplanes were required to fly

higher, faster, maneuver tetter and fly farther than those of the

enermy nr potential enemv. The R&D effort was imperfect and many

problems were encountered oarly in the life of the airplane.

The use of alest every conceivable material considett-d for

CcnStrUCtinn .f the airplane wa% related to its strenoth to weioht

ratio. The selection and usane of these ,-jterials were critical to the

desiqr, and perfor-'4nce.

The early airpl•ne designq showed the influence of the structural

work of the civil e",ireer julna wires and trusses. While they may have

been strong and .e'.-o they lacked the aerodynanic shapes to reduce

dran and the liant weiqht necrsary for hi•,h speed and efficient

pjyload,

To obtain the best Dossible weight 6dvantage, the Wriqht brothers

used a one piece engine casting of aluminum alloy. Alumiruir was used

in 1907 for aircraft propellers. The first alum'rum airframe was

for a bo•,er in 1916 desioned by L. Prequet.
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It was Hugo junkers (Germany) whose inventive genius paved the

way for advanced airplane design in 1912. He conceived the idea of

building airplanes with wings thick enough to carry fuel to save

payload space in *he fuselage. It was he who also conceived the all

metal cantilever wing (which did not have the conventional wire and

struts). His work resulted in the Junkers J-1 in 1915 and it was

still being used in Spain In 1956. The Junkers F-13 (metal wings

and fuselage in 1914) all metal transport is dated 1919.

The World War I treaty require~ments generally relegated the German

aviators to gliders and they were not able to contribute to powered

flight for several years, They are credited with the development of

duraluminum {17ST or 201444) in the middle 1920's.

The United States continued to u.se scod for airplane construction.

The experimental work in airplane structures was directed toward light

weight materials. In the early 1920's, at McCook Field, a number of

plywood and comrposite structures were tested in an effort to achieve

hiqher strenqth and lower weight. New materials and methods of

fabrication were also evaluated from time to time such as the CO-I all

aluninum structure in 1921, but there was a strong reluctance to

design an all metal airplane.

Around 1927, the reason the United States government gave for not

building all metal airplanes were such things as additional weight, hlih

cost of construction, lack of accessibility and corrosion of thin sheet

aluminum. Yet at the same time the Army and Navy financed private

aircraft companies in aluminum design.
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In 1931 and 1932, two twin engined, cantilever wing, all metal,

monoplane bombers were delivered to Wright Field for competitive

evaluation. The non-selected airplane then became the first all metal

airplane to enter commercial service in the United States. The

winning airplane made use of semi-monocoque construction, developed

at Wr'ght Field, using alunlnum alloy thin sheet metal. This was the

beQinninq of stressed skin airplane design and unstressed fabric

coverings were relegated to control surfaces. Weight became an even

more Dressing problem. To achieve desired performance, a weight group

was established with the responsibility to standardize weight

statements and calculation nethods.

The use of new rrmterials or construction methods on flying

airplanes resulted in a development program to substitute a modifiedIxistinq wing. fuselage, tail or secondary structure for complete

evaluation, These structures were tested to some realistic loads in

orde, that a direct cc'mparison could be made. When proven structurally

sound the comrponent was installed on that particular airplane it was

designed for and fliqht tested.

In the early 140's the glass fabric polyester radome material was

used in several developrent concepts. These concepts used glass fiber

laminates an4 sandwich construction. The BT-15 airplane monoccque aft

fuselage section was redesigned using a plastic laminate sandwich

utilizing glass cloth fibers faced with end grain balsa core. The

construction was completed in November 1943 and It was flight tested In

March 1944.
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Another effort was the redesign of the entire outer wing panel of

the AT-6C advanced trainer. This design utilized glass cloth laminates,

both as a solid and sandwich core construction. The sandwich core

material used was cellular cellulose acetate with glass fabric

polyester face sheets. Fabrication of the first wing panel was

completed in May 1946 and several others were fabricated, tested and

installed on AT-6C aircraft which accumulated 1600 flight hours.

These early composite materials applications were reasonably

successful, but work was discontinued for no particular reason. Since

that time new aluminums and steels, titanium, columbium, super alloys

for elevated temperature operation, fiberglass and filamentary

composites (carbon, boron, and Kevlar(R), etc) have found uses in new

aircraft after extensive development programs. All were tested and

evaluated in an effort to find a better, stronger and lighter material

to cut the structural weight fraction of which the structure may account

for 1/4 of the total airplane weight. Composites are claimed to be

capable of .-educing this by 30 to 40 percent. A current problem being

studied is tie effect of moisture to boron-epoxy composite structures.

Practically no work is being carried cut for its use in supersonic or

hypersonic structures and not much work with metals or ceramics. Our

past history clearly shows that mi" itary aircraft perfonmance will not

stop at Mach 3 or 4.

The present work in structures in the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory centers on advanced composite materials and assembly and

bonding methods and techniques which essentially eliminates structural

fasteners.

(R)Registered trademark of Du Pont.
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Metallic advanced development relates to high toughness steelb

for improved fracture resistance. The F-16 laminated aluminum wing

box structure minimizes or eliminates fasteners in a 1978 metals

advanced development program. The Built Up Low Cost Advanced Titanium

Structure (BLATS) emphasis is on weld bond design using spot welds in

combination with structural adhesive to improve the strength to weight

ratio and fatigue. There is also design and development work on high

toughness steels such as the 8-1 wing carry through Advanced Metallic

Air Venicle Structure (AY4AVS).
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SECTION V

AIRPLANE DESIGN AND TEST CRITERIA

Perhaps much of the design criteria for airplanes evolved very

slowly from trial and error experiences, but it is now an essential

elenent in design and operation of the airplane. Test criteria

came first in the Wright brothers approach to flight safety in order

to assure survival in their work to build a successful flying airplane.

The beginning of airplane maneuvers started with the Wright's

first circle flight and it came of age when they made turns within

100 feet while demonstrating in Germany in 1910.

The Wright brothers were successful in every aspect of airplane

design and construction, and the establishment of a factor of safety

of five for their airplane assired adequate strength to their airplane

for experimentation without loss of their lives from, structueal,

weakness

Flight testing was the basic method for proving an airplarne's

handlin.j a',d strength characteristics, and several different pilots

were used to evaluate it in the 1910's, Crude wind tunnels wre also

týilt by the designers and builders to help understand tte physics of

flight. During World War I, unexpected flight forces on airplanes

caused structural failures. To compensate, the designers increased

the factors of safety and tried to improve their wind tunnels,

The first serious experimentation concerning all flight aspects

was done at McCook Field, and the engineers were able to predict the

performanct. of an airplane before it wa; built. These engineers
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achieved prominence from the textbooks and handbooks which they wrote.

Alfred Niles, Chief, Itructures Branch, Engineering Division,

U.S. Air Service, wrote several reports and books on aircraft design.

McCook Field enaineers prepared "A Handbuok of Instructions for

Airplane Designers", (HIAD), and it was continually updated to the

present day. They alsc helped prepare the Arwy, Navy, Commerce (ANC)

series of design specifications of which the old AC-5 Materials

Desiqn Handbook is the most familiar to test engineers and designers.

A serious drawback to airplane design, arouna 1920, was due to

the lack of materials suitable for building monoplanes which would be

resistant to flutter, The biplane with wire trusses gave cot.fidence

to the aviators and was also simple to design and build, The

monoplane irequired high torsional strength and rigidity to prevent

flutter, which at that time the protlem or cduse was not fully

understood, It was first experienced in 1922 in high speed thick wing

monoplanes.

Early designs for load factor and airplane testing were directed

mostly to wing strength first and fuselaqe strength second, as the

fuselage was believed of secondary importance to safe flight. Some

of the early gliders and airplanes which were designed to withstar

what was believed to be adequate strength in the air would break up

from the wind while on the ground. As e result, special design

considerations then had to be given fer ground and Qround har,,ling

loads. Early designers also believed that the lighter airplane needed

a higher safety factor for tail surfaces. Consideration was

eventually given for the nose over condition and for building
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sufficient strength to provide the pilot and passengers quick egress

in a crash. Thus, McCook Field engineers developed design criteria

for all facets of flight and ground handling as knowledge became

available from both flignt and test experience.

Lt. James H. Doolittle of the U.S. Air Service conducted

icce!eration flight tests in a Fokker PW-7 pursuit airplane in 1924,

and was able to pull 8 g's whereas only 4-5 g'- were tne highest

load factors ever recorded or knowingly reached before that. The design

criteria was changed to reflect this capability and the wings were

required to withstand a load factor of 12, with a fuselage desigtn of

seven. This was also the design load factor for the landing gear.

Loads were arbitrary, primarily from ignorance or lack of experience,

and it was in the time period from 1919 to O926 that the Army and Navy

had the first disagreement on test loadings of wing ribs. They were

to have many more. The Army Air Service required tests of the wing

leading edges, but the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics did not, and it also

used a different method for testing wing ribs.

The ratio for the design load to the maximum probable load

(factor of safety) in this time period was two. Tests were largely

intuitive and most loads and load distributions were arbitrary, even

though efforts were made to spell these out in specifications and

handbooks.

Tht, dynamic or drop test, to prove landing gear strength, was

considered adequate at that time even though foreign governments had

used a method of rotating a drum of sufficient inertia and forced

the gear, wheel and tire onto it at varying speeds to simulate the
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drop test with wheel and tire inertia. The vertical velocity for

drop tests at McCook Field was determined by drop testing the JR-4

to destruction. These results were used to determine the heights of

free drops for the other various types of airplanes.

Some of the first test conditions were based on impressions

obtained by the designers who, on seeing how wings failed in flight,

then tried to test them that way.

Pilots experimented with new and different flight maneuvers.

Structural failures were somewhat common in barrel rolls and it was

difficult to determine the cause as the accelerometer gave low "g"

readings. It did become evident that the increased load factors at

the tips were caused by the rolling acceleration. Thus, it was froin

such experiences as this, that even though an airplane had successfully

passed the required tests of the time period, it was not necessarily

safe for all flight raneuvers. Air races served an incentive to increase

top speeds and spurred new developments. Each new airplane flight

regime usually resulted in higher flight loads than those to which it

was tested. Testing only proved that the structure was as strong as the

loads applied under the conditions tested which were assumed to exist

in flight and on the ground.

Air Service specifications were issued concerning all kinds of

e•terials used in airplane manufacture. Glue tests and specifications

were extremely imortant durinq this early period, as were rivet tests

in relation to metal fabrication which followed,

Development testing on wood veneer fuselages was done by the

Air Service through the cooperation of Forest Products Laboratory.
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These had many advantages over the truss fuselage of the same size and

strength and the wood veneer fuselage weighed less.

The Curtis3 Company carried out many tests as early as 1919 to

obtain exact materials data which was used to sheck against stresses

figured from wind tunnel data to insure a high factor of safety.

These factors of safety supposedly made the Curtiss airplane as

reliable as bridges or tunnels. This was an obvious indication that

the designers were primarily cOvil engineers. The Curtiss Company

pioneered materials testing and light weight design, and worked

closely with the Navy on flying boat designs involving light weight

structures.

It should be noted that the French and Germans built laminated

wood fuselaaes before and during World War I, and perhaps some were

built in the United States during World War I in an effort to achieve

lighter structures with greater strength,

Alfred Niles, in 1925, stated in his book "Airplane Design", that

if both external and internal forces are consiered, then the forces

on the airplane must satisfy the conditions of equilibrium. He did

not have the means to test airplanes using this concept then, and it

was not until nearly thirty years later that an airnlane w~s suspended

in the test Jig and loaded, as if 'in flight, for true equilibrium

balance of the external loads and such that the true internal stresses

were produced. This floating balanced condition also produced the

correct wino-fuselage interaction.

The Engineering Division made a record of all the special rules for

cumputing loads in the 1925 edition of the Handbook of Instruc-tions for
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Airplane Designers (HIAD) to use as a guide. The test conditions listed

were:

High Incidence

Medium Incidernce

Low Incidence

Inverted Flight

As load distributions on the wings became better known, a need existed

for duplicating them in static test more efficiently than by using

sand in buckets and by pouring and raking it over the wing span and

chord. This was solved by the construction of five and ten pound sand

bags made from flat stitched canvas which were stacked up on the test

surface to approximate the spanwise and chordwise loadings. Positive

wing loads were applied with the airplane ;nverted, and negative or

inverted flight loads with the airplane upright.

Around 1928, tVe Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Commerce

created a board to review aircraft accident reports and to determine

the causes which also helped establish new criteria in learning from

a-cidents. No design criteria in published form was available until

1936. Up to that time Army Serial reports, Handbook of Instructions for

Airplane Designers, the ANC series and specifications, and the book

Airplane Design by Niles (published in several Army Serial Reports)

were used. Engineers were not in agreement on airplane design methods

and the X-1803 Structures Design Criteria by Al Epstein, Engineering

Division, which later became SPEC C 1803, helped. It was issued

without industry or government committee activity or approval. It

established the formal requirement that any aircraft or component
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would have a safety factor of 1.5 rather than 2.0 which was in use

during the 1920's. Basic data for computing air loads was in the

HIAD. Airfoil properties used in de•ign were developed from NACA's

wind tunnel tests and were considered accurate. This assunption held

until the early 1950's.

In 1929, the Guggenheim Foundation offered SI00,000 for a safety

award which made sowme contribution to design criteria. Twelve

airplane manufacturers participated. The safety award was won by the

Curtiss "Tanager" airplane in 1930 which used wing flaps and other

high lift devices. Aircraft airworthiness requirements were also

established by the Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce in that

year which emphasized a need for safe designs.

Until the 1930's, load factors specified for design were ultimate.

There were not enough flight records available to establish any

relationship oetween the ultimate load factor and the actual load

factors experlerced in service. There were no flight restrictions other

than those implied by the ultimate load factor.

The Fokker PW-7 flight test proqram, in 1924 had a load factor of

7.8 developed in a sharp pull-up from a dive. It was designed for a

load factor of 8.5 and had an estimated ultimate strength of 10 g's

based on the limited knowledge of aerodynamic loadings at that time.

It would seem obvious that for a design load factor of 2 that the

7.8 g loading was not considered a maximum probable load. Because of

the program, the ultimate load factor for a pursuit airplane was raised

to 12 q. In the F6C-4, in 1929, a load factor of 10.5 was developed

in a pull-up, and in a flight loads test program on a PW-9 pursuit
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airplane, in 1930, accelerations up to 9 g's were reported. Both were

designed for an ultimate load factor of 12. For these airplanes a

factor of safety of 1.5 existed for flight operations. A decision

had to be made concerninq what limit should be placed on flight

ope-rational Q's and still retain a factor nf safety of 1,5. The

principle of designing to the maximum recorded load factor was

recoanized as unwarranted because of the weight increase and loss in

performance.

In 1930, Air Corps regulations adopted a ,ethoj for determininq

design tail l)ads based upon balancing the airplane throughout its

speed range. These loads were multiplied by a factor of 1.5 to

determine ultimate load for desiqn. This was the first time the factor

of safety of 1.5 appeared in Air Corcs reQuirements and for use on the

horizontal t;il. The factor of safety allowed for possible

imperfections in materials. approximations of analysis and for

insufficient loads knowledge.

The factor of safety had limited sianificance until a V-c flight

bounddry waF defined; the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics was the first

service to specify this diagram, The 1.5 factor fnr design was also

influenced by the use of 24 ST aluminum alloy W'.ere the ratio of 1,5

existed between ultimate tensile and yield st-enr3th. From this

characteristic, the principle that an airplane shou'd operate within

its tlight envelope without any significant permanent set was

developed. Yet, it refains that the origin of the 1.5 factor was due

to opinions as to severity of representative flight operations at the time.
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In 1936, airplane usaje wa5 sucn that accidents occurred because

the airplanes were riot designed for all weather flying, but they were

being flown regard;ess tf weather conditicis. The military were just

beginning to tackle the problem with the first pressure cabin airplane,

the XC-35, which was soe followed by other d.signs providing better

flinht 'nvirornent for the pilot who wa-. only part of the problem.

It was believed that all-metal airplanes were limited in usage

and capability because of the thin metal skins which buckled under

load. Voo Karman and perhaps others, disýovt.red that therr, were ways

to desiqn metal structuris so that its strength would be adequate

aftr it buckled, without consideration of the aerodynamics which

resulted. Thin skin and sttinger construct.'on developej becausT of

theories worked out involving .iffective skin width.. This development

started studies for design cri -ria on thin metal skin bucklinq on flat

and curved Ddnels.

Design criteria imi,'oved by necessity, a- in the past, yet many

service airplanes were still being lost fromr structural failures. Most

were caused by a failure of some primary member, and few, if any, new

structural designs (including new materidl usage) were in service

operations very long betore they experienced structural failure.

Accident invzstlAations usually revealed the cause (and source) of a

failure, and the structure was again analyzed, redesigned, modified

and retested until satisfactory operation was obtained.

A survey of leading airplane manufacturers, Ndvy, NACA, CA.A,

exnerts, and univ-rsities in 1946 showed the overwhelming reluctance
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to accept stress analysis by itself as proof of an airplane structure.

Only three indicated that on new airplane designs, stress analysis

alone, or in conjunction with representative sections being tested,

was adequate to quarantee the ultimate strength. Since the Ai:- force

was faced with transition from war-time to a peace-time organization,

the basic question concernirg justification of buyinq an airframe and

providing for the test costs had to be defended,

Studies were then made to justify static testinq of airplanes,

Also, durinQ the 1940's and 1950's after airplane manufacturers were

finally permlttea to test their own designs for the Air Corps and

Air Force respectively, there were questions which had to be answered

to higher levels of management on the issue cf i's (ostly testing

in the Air Force facility, One docuriented example, typical of many

throuqh the years was the B-29 tested by Roeinq Aircraft in 1942-43

at a cost of S825,000. The a-29 had a cross weiaht of 105,000

pounds as compared to the C-74 with a qross weiqht of 145.000 pounds

which was tested at Wriqht Field ir 1947 at a cost of $197,000.

At that time, Headquarters, Air Materiel Comnmand (AI4C) ha( data on

71 aircraft which had a complete stress analysis pre-pered and which had

been subjected to complete structural test proarams. This survey

covered test failures from 1940 to 1946, and showed stress analysis

[accuracy of approximately 80 percent, In this study. 60 airplanes

(84.5 percent) nad one or more structural failures in a wing, fuselage.

horizontal tail, vertical tail or lending gear. Ten percent of the

failures occurred at less than 60 percent of ultimate loac, 14.7 percent

from 60 to 70 percent ultimate lo;•i, 28.9 percent from 80 to 90 percent



percent ultimate load, and 36.8 percent above 90 percent ultimnate load.

From this data, Major Leon S, Jablecki of the Aircraft Laboratory

showed that structural failures are to be expected frequently in static

tests of major airplane structures which could be attributed to

analysis inaccuracies or errors. Jablecki's report seemed to

substantiate the fact that static testing is essential for aircraft

structures designed with small safety factors. Almost all failures

occurred in sorle type of joint, fittirg, cutout or other load

transition area. The fact came out that testing has proven effective

and necessary for deterilnlng manufacturing defects, analytical

deficiencies and disclosing human design errors,

Further studies by Freudenthal and Wong, and Jablecki and Thomas

showed the need for structural testing of aerospace structural systems.

These studies indicated that one-third to two-thirds of the tested

structures failed at a lower load then predicted by the analysts.

While the difference between the 1940 data and the more recent data

indicates a significant, improvement in analytical accuracy, the role of

the standard static test as an error discloser is still very evident.,

The airplanes during the 1940's were tested to the static and

dynamic loads as sDecifled by Volume 1, 8th edition of the Handbook of

Instructions for Airplane Designers, Air Corps. U.S. Army and Air Corps

Specification C-1803A. The classical airplane test conditions were

still being used and the ait-planes were dropped to prove the landing

gear strength. Elastic axis determination and torsional rigidity tests

were being rvn as required for analysis purposes.
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Typical test conditions in the 1940's on wings were Elastic

Axis Determination, Torsional Rigidity Test, Negative Low Angle of

Attack, Positive Low Angle of Attack, Positive High Anqle of Attack,

and Negative Low Angle vf Attack to failure. The horizontal tail

surfaces were tested for a Balancing Tail Load Condition, Pull-up

Condition, and Pull-up Condition to failure. The vertical tail

surface war tested for Gust Condition, Pull-up Condition and Pull-up

Condition to failure. The fuselage was tested to Positive High Anale

of Attack Condition pius torque and then tested te failure. The

landinQ gears were tested for Thrve Point Landing (drep test), Level

Landinq with Inclined Reactions (drop test) and Prift Landing Conditions.

The miscellaneous tests included ailerons, flaps, elevator trim tab,

control system. seats and supportina structure, slat and slat attachment

and other reQuired riscellaneous tests.

Dynamic landing load tests ,egan in eirly 1044 at Wright Field

because R-4 dirplane stabilizers were failing in ,ervice usaqe. These

stabilizers were desioned for 20 c static loading. The failures were

attributed to dynamic loads that occurred durina hard landinas. In an

effnrt to solve this problq-, 'lioqt tests were made with accelerometers

and strairn ages •ised to mcasure vertical, lateral and longitudia'l

incremental accelerations at the center of gravity. Ai'o. vertica!

incremental accelerations were recorded at the fuselage nose,

stabilizer root, stabilizer tiO, wheel well, outboard engine, and at

wing tips, Strain gages were installed to measure the drag, vertical

and side loads on the main gear and nose gear. Wheel anigular

displacement was measured with a photocell circuit. The signals were
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amplified and recorded on a nmulti-channel oscillograph.

Two and three wheel landings were made on sod and concrete

runways with cross-winds to 20 mph. The large dynamic accelerations

measured at the stabilizer were found to be due to resonance

between the fore and aft vibration of the landing gear and the

vertical bending vibration mode of the stabilizer.

The recommendation to solve the stabilizer failures was th:at

landing gears be designed to withstand forward loads of the same

magnitude as the rearward loads. Subsequent flight testing resulted

in adding a spinup condition for design.

In ihe early 1950's, many of these same basic test conditions

remaineu in effect with Positive Sym'netrical Condition, Dynamic

Landing Condition, Maximum Ff e of Roll Condition and Unsymmetrical

Fliqht Condition. Also, external and internal store tests were added

for restricted airplane fliqht maneuvers. Caroo aircraft required

testing with internal caroo and tiedown arrangements to the floor. Wing

fuel and cockpit pressurization were required and, in at least some

:ases, the effect of the fuel pressure due to high rolling acceleration

vias si-ulated. Landing oear tests were more involved with sprinoup and

springback test conditions added. amonq others, during landing. Test

conditions for taxiing, towina and jackinq were also renuired, High

roll rates increased the number and kind of tail test conditions.

The need to calculate airloads on all of the airplane surfaces

became necessary in order to balance the airplane under equilibrium

conditions for static testing. Static testing was complex even before

the need arose to simulate aerodynaric heatino, cooling or fuel temperature.
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These additional requirements resulted in the updating of the

specifications in the early 1950's and SPEC C-1803A was changed to

MIL SPEC 5700 series. Further revision to satisfy increased design

and test requirements resulted in that series being replaced in 1960

with MIL SPEC 8860 series.

Aircraft structural design continued to be a problem for the

designer into the 1950's since he had to know the loads experienced

in flight and had to depend on less than exact data. Prior to flight

load measurement programs, the design loads were based on experience,

empirical load equations given in specifications, aerodynamic data

calculated for a particular airplane, or from wind tunnel tests on

scale or full size models of an airplane,

Before the Aircraft Structural integrity Program (ASIP' was fully

in force in 1958, -many of the design loads for fatigue were doubtful.

because the exact relationship oetween fatigue and static load design

requirepents was not established. Static loads were used for design.

These had been derived from the actual flight envelope measurements

on higih performance airplanes since June 1952.

The cri.oria for safety in airplanes which carried nuclear bombs

involved very stringent test and operation orocedures. At least one

airplane of each series was fully instrumented and calibrated in the

laboratory. Absolutely nothing was left to chance or ignorance and the

ASIP benefited from these tests. These airplanes were continually monitored

for wing bending loads and other critical areas while in flight. This

represented the first time that additional flight tpsting had been done

aside from demonstrating that it could perform inside its flight
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li !maneuver envelopes (V-g diagrams) which included gust effects to limit

load factors.

There was some tendency before the F-89C static and fatigue flight

failures in 1952 to return to the idea that static test might not be

essential. The F-89A static test program had revealed no major

.-tructural discrepancies, and based on those tests, and the recommendation

of the stress analysts, the F-89C model was not static tested before

going into service. After the F-89C series of flight structural failures.

a flight -easurement program revealed a more outboard center ji pressure

and a higher wing loading on this airplane. For one major flight

condition, the measured load was almost twice as high as used for design.

Once the static strength problem was resolved, attention was focused on

the fatigue life.

These problems precipitated the Structures Division of the Aircraft

Laboratory to formulate an aircraft structural integrity program which

included instrumented flight test airplanes to measure actual flight

loads for all new air aircraft. This program also included a static test

article, Problems with the B-47 fleet in 1958, followed by the B-52,

resulted in adding a requirement for a fatigue test article to MIL

SPEC 5700 (changed to MIL SPEC 8860 itt 1960'.

Steps taken to imiprove the structural integrity of high performance

aircraft at that time consisted of design criteria, static test,

flight loads survey, fatigue test, low altitude gust environment,

mission profile data, interim service load program "VGH" life history

followed by the 8 channel service loads histcry, sonic fatigue and high

temperature testing in conjunction with static and fatigue tests.
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Specific emergency steps were taken in April 1958 in an effort to

save the existing strategic type combat and support aircraft. The first

step was an interim oscillograph recording program to expedite the

collection of service loads data on B-47, B-52F, B-58, KC-135 and C-133A

aircraft. A Century 12 channel oscillograph was used (as it was readily

available in quantity) to collect VGH (velocity, gravity and height)

data. This program was followed later with an extensive recording

program. that included 19 different aircraft in a Joint service load

program. That prograr was delayed because an advanced recorder was not

available. Flight recording was not new to the Air Force as it was first

done in the lte 1930's. AM that time the Aircraft Laboratory used a

two channel "V-G" recorder developed by the National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics (NACA). In 1945 the laboratory's Structures Branch

developed the "Hathaway Flight Analyzer" and used 40 during the Korean

War, primarily, on fighter aircraft fur VGH data.

The need for an improved tape recorder for the eight channels of

required data was noted in 1954, in November of that year, the

National Advisory Cosmittee for Aeronautics proposed that the data

collecting be expanded to eight channels. In November 1955,

an inter-service aqreerent was made to develop an eight channel recorder

and data reduction system. In January 1956, Wright Air Development

Center began work to satisfy the Air Force portion of this joint program.

Sixty instrument manufacturers had representatives at Wriqht Field for

a bidder's conference and a rionth later 20 proposals had been received.

Three study contracts were let to the Benson-Lehner Corp., Emerson

Radio and Phonograph Corp., and Radiation, Inc. These study reports
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were submitted in April 1957. Two months later, design and development

contracts went to Radiation, Inc. and Emerson Radio. The contract with

Radiation, Inc. was cancelled in September 1957.

A critical turn in the structures program in 1958 resulted in

WADC drawing up specifications for repackaging the eight channel device

and obtaining a three-channel recorder inmediately to serve the pressing

needs of the VGH program. Two prototypes were delivered in June 1958

by Emerson. In November, it was designated "Signal Data Recording

Set A/A-24U-3." Work continued on eight channel recorders and in

Uarch 1959 the first five were installed in B-52 airplanes.

A contract 'or 644 recorders and three ground playback units was

terminated with Emerson on June 7,,1961, Efforts to modify and develop

flight recorders to meet the reauirement prior to this cancellation

resulted in developmert contracts to Dalmo-Victor, Olympic, Lockheed

and Telecomputing in 1960 and 1961:. Telecoinputing was bought out by

Whittaker Coro. which started work September 1962 on the recorder, and

was finaliy able to develop anO produce a satisfactory 8 channel recorder

in February 1965. It was put into operation as a 9 channel system.

Eight channels were for recording and around station reproduction of

flight information with the ninth channel recording elapsed time.

The Whittaker recorder (A/A 24 U-6) was small in size

(7-1/4" x 7-1/4" x 8"), accurate and crash resistant, capable of

recording 8 channels of 0-6 Hertz structural data for 25 hours or

0-12 Hertz for 12.5 hours. Thus ended the difficult and time consuming

effort to obtain a satisfactory flight recorder for the structural

integrity program fulfilling all Air Force and Navy requirements.
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After large scale scientific computers became available, it was

believed by some that stress analysis would be improved to the point

where static testing would not be needed. As it happened, there were

nu dramatic improvements which could justify elimination of static

and fatigue testing. Much of that which was developed remained as

theory, and no dramatic breakthroughs in respect to stress analysis

as compared to test results came about. There were several good

structural design programs developed and they have been used to great

advantage. Every time the structural stress analysts seemed on the

verge of proving their theories, problems would develop in new

service airplanes which resulted in new criteria and required additional

analysis and testing.

Prior to 1970, because the airplanes were designed to a specific

gross weight, there were a number of programs designed to reduce the

weigNt after the airplane was in service. Static testing to failure was

also an important part of this effort. These programs sometimes built

in future operational problems sirce the testing was not always

sufficient to determine such limiting factors as fatigue, stress

corrosion or intergranular corrosion experienced in operational conditions.

The high strength materials were susceptible to surface blemishes,

corrosion or scratches, and these resulted in progressive fractures

through the material at a relatively low average stress level until fracture.

The established fatigue factor used to cover variations in material

tolerances, manufacturinq, assembly and operation was changed when new

data from fracture mechanics studies became available. The results of

this work provided that no crack could reach a critical length in one
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lifetime where it could not carry the airplane design load.

Charles Tiffany, Aeronautical Systems Division, was instrumental

in changing this criteria and the test requirements. A new military

specification was issued July 1974, MIL-A-83444 (USAF), outlinino the

airplane damage tolerance requirements, and service inspection

requirements. This specification paved the way for a later revision

to MIL SPEC A-0088678 in August 1975.

The new MIL SPEC A-0088867B required design development tests;

proof, ultimate, and failing load static tests using a full scale

airframe; durability tests using a fill scale airframe; damige

tolerance tests; and, fuel tank tests. It changed the test life

fdtique factor from four to two with consideration of the economic life

when the structure fails at less than two lifetimes., There is a further

Kedge concerning the full scale tests. It is now pcsshle for a

contractor to satisfy the requirements of this specification by tesLing

-.r'• critical separate major a.semblies of the airplane ds was done

-t the F-i test proarem in 1975-77.
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SECTION VI

STRUCTURES TEST FACILITIES

The lack of central engineering and experimental facilities

delayed aircraft production for World War I, according to the

Aircraft Production Board. Prior to our entry into World War I,

very little attention had been given to aeronautical research within

the Signal Corps' Aviation Section. Some experimentation had been

done at flight installations at North Island, California and at

Mineola, New York, but it was hit and miss with no irprovement in

the aeronautical sciences,

In 1916, the War Department purchased 700 acres on lower

Chesapeake Bay for use as an engineering development station and

proving ground for aircraft, World War I forced a change in plans

for Langley Field, as it was named, and it was used as an aviator

training school instead. At that time. the one engineering department

in the Army had only a handful of engineers and draftsmen who worl,ed

in the Aviation Section in Washington, D.C.

After the war, the Aircraft Production Board selected Dayton, Ohio

as the site for its experimental work. South 'Moraine) Field, used by

the Dayton-Wriaht Airplane Company. was being used for experimental

work and the Aircraft Production Board was first interested in it,

but Charles F. Kettering and H.E. Talbott, Sr. objected. While the

search for a suitable location continued, aeronautical engineers and

technicians worked in temporary offices in various buildings

throuahout downtown Dayton.
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A lease was later signed between the government and the Dayton

Metal Products Company at an initial fee of $12,000 a year for

North Field. The metal firm and Orville Wright had originally

acquired and graded the property '.or a private flying school. This

site lay in a bend of the Miami River about one mile north of the

downtown Dayton business district and was named McCook Field. The

name honored the McCook family which had achieved fame during the

Civil War as the "cighting McCooks", and because part of the land had

been owned by the McCook family.

The work of constructing buildings was started late in 1917 and

everything was done in a hurry. By the early part of 1919, the

flying field had a 100 foot wide by 1340 foot long macadam runway and

69 buildings. which included hangars, shops, laboratories, offices,

a hospital, wind tunnel, etc. The lease now cost $36,000 a year.

No rail line serviced tne field, the maintenance and fire prevention

of the poorly planned wooden structures were costly and rental after

1924 had increased to S60,000 a year. Of greatest significance was

the inadequacy of the flight facilities where the prevailing wind for

takeoff was across the least diminsion of the field. Expansion was

imoossible as it was bordered by the river and practically surrounded

by residential areas, and was located within the Dayton city limits

with takeoffs and landings over the populated areas. A new location

was considered essential but Congress refus-d to appropriate money to

purchase new land.

The prestige of aeronautical experimentation and the payroll was

important to Dayton business leaders, and they foried the Dayton Air
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Service Comnittee with the goal of keeping thIe Engineering Division

in the Dayton area. A fund raising drive brought in approxiiately

$450,000 and this money wa* used to purchase 4,525 acres of land

located south of Mad River, five and one-half m-les east of Dayton.,

This land encompassed Wilbur WriQht Field which contained 2,075

acres. it v'as leased by tOf governrent from the Miami Ccnservancy

District in early 1917 to train British, Canadian and Ainerican airplane

pilots during the war in the area which now includes Hiuffman Dam and

the city of Fairborn. The lighter than air work was also conducted

at the Wilbur WriQht Field. Earlier, Maj Benjamin D, roulois of the

Aviation Section had vieveed the site ad endorsed it.

This land was presented to Pesident Coolicde as a aift from the

city of Dayton in 1924 under the condition that the land be used for

an experimental facilicy, and that it would revert back to the city

if it was later abandoned by tne qovernment.

The work of clearing and aradino beoan in 1925 with the construc-

tion of the buildings starting in 1926, "tdication of Wright Field

took place on October 12, 1927, ending the ten year history of

McCook Field, the birthplace of Army aer autical engineering in this

country,

The Materiel Division moved from McCook Field in tne spring of

1927 Wright Field was five and one-half miles east of Dayton and

occupied 747 acres at the extreme western point of thb 4,525 acres.

Static test operations were performed in the Final Assembly

Building (Bldo. 31) until the static test building (Bldg 23) was

completed with the authorization of S90o,.000 on March 10, 1928, and
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finally occupied in December 1934, As at McCook Field, all

.contractor built a~rplanec were static tested by the Materiel Division

at these new locations.

The Wright Field static test laboratory building which was

comleted and occupied in December 1934 was 182 feet long, 102 feet

wide, witlh a max~mum height of 61 feet with the lower chord of the

roof trusses 45 feet from the floor.

It was a steel frame, brick faced ýuildiriq with some consideration

given to sound 6eadening fre-i the nearby power plant and propellor

b~~ ftI+ An had a ,~* ro~ntc,- fnrtfin fl

100 feet which clo-ed with eight s.iglna doors on two tracks. Door

heiqht was 35 feet, A 15 ton crane extended out 80 feet across the

railroad tr,,ck to facilitate loadirn and unloading test structures

directly from ratlroad cars. The south side of the buildino was

entirely of brick witm a tile back wall to help headen noise and to

provide a background for pictures of test setups.,

Colutrn and tr.s, spac:ng was on 20 foot centers with a center row

of culurns designed to support the roof and crane tracks. The south

half was, equi;,ped with a five ton crane traveling the full lenqth of

Sthe buildlnc. In the center, a 60 foot opening was provided to move

airplanes from one side of the building to the other without removing

the winas. It was spanned hy a flat bridge truss designed for roof

loads and the crane tracks, the trusses over the main door and 60 foot

R' openinqs were desi;ned to support a 50.000 pound concentrated load.

'The test floor was divided into two halves. frc•* and rear,

approximately 50 by 180 feet each half. Inserts embedded Into the
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six inch thick concrete, flush with the surface, were designed to

carry an up load of 15,000 pounds each. Their purpose was to

eliminate the handling of lead shot and sand bags in static testing

for unsyemwtrical load conditions and for applying a load (down load

to inverted structures) to the structure under test.

Two heavy test jigs, one located in the center of the building

under the 60 foot opening and the other located at the west end of

the front half of tte building, were for testing large wing pane's.

Each steel jig was designed to withstand a 2,500,000 foot pound

moment and a shear of 100,000 pounds.

A three floor structure was provided in the w . end, rear half

of the buildinq for a s.,nall shop and men's washroom on the ground

floor; office space. instrument storaoe, dark room and ladies rest

room on second floor; and storage on the third floor.

Edgar R. Weaver was chief of the Static Test Laboratory ano

responsible for its design and construction, Rigidity of the steel

structure for future vibration tests was a concern, since it was

assumed that the test structures would be suspended from the roof

trusses and cranes. The structures were to be vibrated until failure.

Within ten weeks after this building was occupied, all of the

occupants were effected by the magneslum-fluro-silicate hardener used

on the concrete floors which caused respiratory and skin problems.

"The problem was solved by paintino everything.

Between 1927 and 1944, the work of building and testing aircraft

with reciprocating engines and propellors advanced and imvroved.
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Hostilities prior to World War II precipitated aircraft development

and construction beginning in 1939 on a scale unheard of In history.

A large number of different types of aircraft were being built bnd

the static test building was once again considered too small to

effectively handle the wcrk.

The increasing buildup in aircraft overtaxed the test facility

dnd marpower at Wriqht Field. Approval was obtained from Congress to

build a new static test building with the war emergency Wright Field

cunstrjction program. The site selected was south of the existing

rac:iity. adjacent to the south ermbankment of the gun range and near

the flight line.

Zationale for the new static test building was based on the lack

3f '.oraqe space in the existing building and that approximately one-

half of the test floor space had piles of lead shot, sand bags,

structural steel and apparatus. Also. it was too smell to efficiently

static test the B-17," airPlane, and the 15 ton crane was not adequate

tc *hft tne 45,000 :-ound alrDlane.. it was noted that airplanes under

corsction at tnat t,,e haA Qross weights two and one-half tiroes

the --178 and they had winq spans areater by 40 percent with even

hýrger ones in design.

The original planners for the rnw rtAfir t.. t , -.

'Buildinq 65) rejected the inclusion of a cast steel test floor

because it was too expensive and would take too long to deliver.

Thei even rejected the use of second hands on the clocks in the

intere-st of eronovy.- The large door was originally planned for the
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north end of the buildino that faced the oun ranqe embankment.

Mr. Weaver suqgested putting doors at the other end (west). The south

wall was to be solid masonry to protect the main test floor from the

direct rays of the sun to protect the test area from its heat. This

requirement for the south wall was to be given first consideration in

Srportance.

The new building height had to be sufficient tc handle larqe

airplanes, principally in physically turning over such aircraft as

the F-19 with the fuselage and center section still attached (to the

.A ^ t t, , ,riude crane on a span of approximately

125-ii2 feet was planned for hoistino and droppinc airplanes of the

8-19 class, At least 6C feet was needed betrger the lowr roof truss

and the floor. Another eiectric bridge crane of 75 ton capacity was

required with provisions for addinc another one later on. A Pernanent

test -iv of 5.000,000 ft. lbs.. capacity on 10 frames was planned and

the existing ones in Suildina 23 were to be moved to the new buiidinq.

The test floor was required to have 400 hold down fittinos of

10.000 pound capacity each.

A three story structure attached to the main test floor east was

required for stora.e cf sand bavs, shot baqs and structural steel for

use on the first floor, a machine shop, and instrument and drafting

rooms along with the office space being sound proofed and air conditioned.

The newly acquired hydraulic machine was to be moved to the new building.

Sooewhere between the preliminary desigo specifications and the

final desiqn by Hazelet and Erdal, Chicaoo, Illinois, the new building



was changed. The north wall was closed in with steel frames, windows

and heavy transite. Transite was u:ed for the outside walls and

covering on all parts of the building except for the concrete

piers and block fill-in, The large hangar doors were placed in the

south end with two large door openings at the west and east sides of

the building. Five floors (10,000 square feet or office space and a

inachlne shop' were attached to the west crane piers and three floor

levels on the east side also attached to the crane piers to the same

overall height. The west side was allocated for offices with each

floor consisting of just a large opera area without sound proofing

or air conditioning, The east side was allocated for storage and

work areas and also was con~rised of open areas

The new building was 265 feet long, 248 feet wide, 132 feet high

at the center and 100 feet high at each end. The center raised

section was 107 feet north to south with tt'e north and south section

apmxirrately 79 feet. The main test floor area of 42,670 square feet

was 251 feet lonq in the north and south directions and 170 feet wide

in the east and west directions with clear heights of 86 feet at

each end and Il? feet at the certer.

Two cranes were installed with the initial building construction.

One was of 150 ton caacity on a span of 84-1/2 feet and traversed

the 170 feet east and west directions. It also had a 25 ton auxiliary

hook and a 10 ton monorail hook. The second electric bridge crane was

on a span of 170 feet with a 75 ton hook and a ten ton mornorail hook.

The third crane, which was installed at a later date, had a 50 ton
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capacity hook, a 25 ton capacity hook and a 10 ton monorail aook.

Vertical clearances under the cranes were 60 feet for the 170 foot

spans and 100 feet for the 84-1/2 feet span.

The test floor wes a special design of 30 inch thick reinforced

concrete. Incorporated in the slab were both individual and track

type tie down fittings. The individual fittings were spaced five

feet apart the entire length of the floor and ten feet apart across

the width, The continuous track type fittings were lo.ated between

the rows of individual fittings the entire length of the floor. The

conmination of the two types of fittings provided a complete "five

foot on center" modular load network over the entire area. The

individual fittinos and the track were rated for 10,000 pounds every

five feet.

Incorporated within the building on the east side, and accessible

to the test area, was a larae steel support jiq (strongback) 44 feet

wide and 50 feet hioh. It was embedded in rock 37 feet below the

floor level and sealed with reinforced concrete. A 12 feet deep pit

was !'rovided in front of this jig face to provide additional usable area.

'he capacity of this jig was 10,500,000 foot pounds (13 frames installed).

Cost of this bare building in 1944 was $1,412,000 with the two

cranes costing $500,000. It is estimated that when the third crane was

added the total cost was $2,100,000. This building is used todav for

structures testing, but has undergone several alterations to

incorporate individual offices, air conditiGning, hydraulic pumphouse,

technician work areas, computer rooms, etc.
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Access to this test facility was provided from the main landing

runways through a taxi strip to a concrete apron, 212 feet wide by

475 feet long, located immediately outside the south end of the

buildinq. The large telescoping south doors provided a clear

opening into the test area of 170 feet wide and 60 feet high.

It was impossible to static test all of the aircraft being

built durinq World War II in the Wright Field static test facility.

Within a decade after 1945 every important Air Force aircraft

contractor had its own test facility, financed by the government, to

test a soecific airplane. Contractors then maintained possession and

control of these test facilities for future work.

rhe early structures specifications, MIL SPEC A 5700 series,

required an Air Force test enqineer to supervise the static and

fatirnue test operations at contractor facilities, That test engineer

had tne authority for structural certification for the Air Force and

could i.ose flight liritations and restrictions to insure safe

flight. Engineer shortages did not always perrit Air Force test

ennineerino supervision on a full time basis,

With the first jet operational aircraft, the P-80 in 1945, the

faster speeds and higher performance resulted in higher leading edge

and oing loads and the thicker wing skins reauired a new approach to

testinq. There was talk of aircraft break-.nq the sound barrier,

which would further impact the need to develop new test methods.

The Bell X-1 did break the speed of sotind in October 1947, and

the need to develop new criteria, test facilities and test methods
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became even more evident. The forecast of very 'iqh aerodynamic

heating on the airplane skin made it necessary to begin studying

methods to simulate it in the test laboratory.

The changes in test requirenwints resulted in the need for more

and different test support services, such as a larqe,- machine shop,

sheet metal shop, wood workinq shop, weidinq shop, tension patch

shop, planning, supply and instrumentation onerations which also

needed adequate space. Many of these service operations were begun

In areas oriqinally desiqned for storaqe,

In 1950, 6500 square feet of floor spa,.e waN alloted for a

special enclosure to house test projects which were sublitted throuch

the Special Weapons Office and required special security, and another

IO0 square feet allbted for Aeto Medical Laboratory seat ejection

tests. As a conseriuen~e of these reouirements, the main test floor was

being 4sed for too ruch storaie and requests wvre rade for a Military

Construction Program tr add storage space. The plans were initiated

in the late 1940's, tut it was not until 1951 that Public Law 564 by

the eiqhty first Conoress authorized construrtion of a static test

storage buildinq at an estimated cost of $181,200. It was finally

de-siqned in 1954 by the :orps of Enoineers and constructed by the

Vaxon Consf-uction Company in 1c•5 at a cnst of $276.407.84. which

did nct include the alectric bridoe crane. It joined the main tst

buildinq on the east end and was 20? feet long, 69 feet wide, with a

clear height of 31.5 feet to the bottom 3f the roof trusses. A ten

ton bridge crane with a 21 foot clearance serviced the entire area.
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The south end was partioned off to .rovide 350 square feet for a

sheet metal shop and an adhesives or tension patch shop. A 20 by 20

foot door for a trucking entrance was provided at each end of the

building. An automatic sprinkler system was installed.

In October 1952, the Air Research and Development Conmiand

directed the Wright Air Development Center to design, construct and

place into operation an electrical pilot plant for simulatin-i the

aerodynamic heating of flight structures in the test laboratory. The

research and development work plnned for this facility was to develop

design rriteria, 4esign, construction and operation of a full scale

test facility to test aircraft using radiant, conduction, induction and

convection heating methods.,

Between 1953 and 1955, the pilot plant electrical equipment was

purchased and installed., It consisted of tmo 6900/480 volt 1500 KVA

transformers and associated high and low voltane switchaear. and a

spare high voltage circuit breaker for future induction heatinq

equipnent which was being researched by the University of Florida.

The University of Colorado was doing research on conduction heatitg by

using tension patches with integral heating elenents, but no

particular research effort was being don2 on convection heating.

The 3000 KVA pilot plant for research in elevated temperature test

methods was located in the north-west corner of Building 65 with aFsecond level retal balcony for equipment. The pilot plant had 40

saturable reactor power control units of 75 KVA each for controlling

the electrical heating to the test structures using radiant or
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conduction techniques.. The aerodynamic hetting was simulated

(controlled) with a set point position on a Brawn recorder or the

temperature progranied as a function of time using an analog comouter

having 40 program channels. The computer, furnished by Research. Inc.

on a developDment contract, operated on only a portion of the

aerodynaric heating equation 0 r hA (T - T ) where I was the

total rate of heat transfer ir ;irntish Thermal Units per hour, h the

convective heat transfer cuefficiert, 7 the adiabatic wallaw

temoerat.ure an T the actual sOin temperature. An efficiency factor

Jeter-mnatic.r lo- laboratory -. ,'Aulation was Dart of the research

offort, Structuraj test specirvers for heating research were also

furnished or -ontract by PResearch. :nc.

.very neatinc el.-w.t on the -a-iet it ,This time was experimented

with in sox-. rind of ýrrav !anl studie,'f. ;iarno's confiiurations were

-tde tv Air Force erQiene-e. Frro• v2hrcrw wire jntii the qua-tz tubular

'tn tun';sten a-nt was, feund to te the bhetter -iethod forI-adiant heat .s.. :t wac ant, iTgte! t.at the research wOr; on

%nduct''n, reating oa,:. ind Anl,.,n heaflnc, -ethods would prove

fruitf, '. ut sore test reork h•4 'o be done ir'rediatelv and it was

rad4 3art neatinq that proved itlei' early for practical use before the

research results for the different '-tthods were available,

,- 2•55, p.relirinry piannir3 and desiqn study was awarded to

Vi tr," [noineeprin. YDn !,sion if Vitro Cor:,oration of America to determine

Jesion criteria for the full scale Plevated terverature facility.

The facility war to be located at the Arnold Eroineering Development

-enter tr Tennesee Viedicatei in June 1Q51). The Tennessee Valley
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Authority power was supposedly available in large quantities to satisfy

the large power requirements for simulating the aerodynamic heating on

supersonic and hypersonic aircraft. Arnold Engineering Development

Center was a contractor operated facility and some of its engineers

were located at Wright Field, Bilding 65, to learn ststic testing

and to assist in the research into elevated temperatdre test methods.

Sometime later it was learned that the Dayton Power and Light

Comnpany snipped electricity there, and t~e decision was then made to

construct this facility at Wright Field by expanding Building 65

under a Military Construction Proqram.

The full scale elevated temperature facility was desiornd for

50.000 KVA (with expansion capability to 100,000 EVA) with additional

KVA capability for radio frequency induction heating methods. The

radiant heat facility was initiallv de•'Gned for tn'rmial environments

up to a maxir-u of 200 BTU/ft 2 /sec. The existing test bu 4 lding,

Suildin, 65. was oesiqnated for use for both root and elevated

teterature testino purposes with' ail of the power and control

equiprient, except the primary Dower substation, housed in a 23,000

square foot. four floor, building addit'on attached to the north-east

corner ioinin". the storage bi~ldinq's north wail. It was constructed

of reinforced steel framework. reinferced concrete floors and concrete

walls.. The heat control computers for controlling the large

ionitron regulated oower blocks were instilled in a cotitrol room on

the old third floor on the east side of Building 65 which connected

to the fourth floor of the new building. This entire construction
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effort was handled by the Air Materiel Command, Office of the

Installation Engineer, by di retion of i. USAF, The Vitro Corporation

was selected as architectural engineer for design and inspection.

The heat control computer equipWent and data system were

excluded from. the architectural engineer design, and the Aircraft

Laboratory at Wright Field was given responsibility to procure this

equipment with PuDlic works (Military Constriction Program) funds.

The Air Materiel Covand procured first the electric power

substation on oper, bid, then awarded a construction contract

(Phase I- to install 20.000 KVA of radiant heat equipment on the test

floor of 8ullding 65. The fabrication of the electrical control

equipoent was sub-let as designed by the architectural engineer.

Pha;e II procurer'nt was for an addition to Building 65 for

housing the r3diant and induction heatinq equipment.

Phase III Drocurerient was for l0,O00 KVA of induction heating

equipment. Altogether there were six contracts and each installation

contractor subcontracted for equlimnent as required by the basic contracts.

In spite of the effort undertaken i. the pilot olart facility.

adequate criteria werc not developed in time for the final design of the

full scale facility. Rejection of the heat buildup in the test floor

voluwe from the radiant and conduction heating methods was not

adequately evaluated. Special ducting and barriers to cool radiant

heated test structures during test and aftenwards in the design were

abandoned after the construction phase had begun. Some were retained

and never used for that ourpose, including the radiant heat barrier

panels, but these were used later for a liquid nitrogen test barrier
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"of 30 by 60 feet plan area.,

The roof and wall cooling fans were installed to remove excess

heat from radiant heatinq ot test structures, but the heat buildup

in the large open test area never materialized. The ceiling fan

openinqs were a source of heat loss i,, the winter and had to be

blocked. The wind and differential pressure kept the fan covers

open Prost of the time.

The esti-.ated corcletion date for the full scale elevated

tenperature radiant heat facility was projected for I January 1959.

Construction was started 30 July 19 5t, and completed 29 August 1961 at

a cost of $1.775,567, with an additional $250,010 in 1959 for

Heat Control Conrputer No. 2. Prior to this, a requirement existed

for a pilot plant expansion prograr- for conrQiet•on I January 1957 to

.vet test coi, iit,-ents. Construction was started 10 June 1957 and

v moleted 25 It,,er-ber 1959 at a cost of $1,050,000 with an additional

cost of 2$20,000 for the Heat Control Computer No., 1, and $175,000 for

the controlled load procram•er that was added to the Heat Cvtrol

Corrute-'s di-,ital section in i962.

The pilot plant expansion was for an interim facility capability.

;t had 20,000 KVA of electrical power broken uown for control into

39-120 KVA ignitron power regulators and a 4M channel hybrid digital

3nd analog heat control comoputer. No provisions were made to cool the

test structure or building air space in this contract. This pilot

plant expansion was not conipleted until 1959. and it was hardly

p checked out for operation Defo'e the final construction contract

reouired that it be relr-ated. This contract included the balance of
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the electrical power, consisting of 40 more ignitron regulators and

substations. For some unexplained reason, this equipment was bought

from another major electrical manufacturer that was supposed to be

equivalent to the first procurement, but was not. There were problems,

but these were eventually overcome. It also included an additiolial 40

channel heat control computer niade by the same manufacturer as the first.

The only difference was that the Heat Control Computer No. 1 had a load

programmer of 40 channels for fatioup testinq. A denineraliZed water

system was built as part of this contract to cool the ignitrons of the

Padiant Heat System, the work coils and load -ýatchinq networks of the ýadio

Frequency (OF) Heating System. The portable heat exchanoers provided on

the pilot expansion facility were no loncer needed ard were remved.

The new outdoor substation was for 69,000 volts, three phase. 60

cycles, This sub3tation >tepped the power down by a 15/20/25.000 KVA

transfor-er ý 'ower at 6900 volts was brouqht into the qround floor of

the four story ,'ddition tv 10 unit substations. Nine of the unit

substations furnisned power to 27 initron cubicles on the second floor,

Each ionitron cubicle supplied three circuits of single phase controlled

Dower for a total of 81 circuits of sinqle phase power for radiant

heatinq or conduction heatina purposes. The maximumr power duty cycle

was 50,100 KVA for 5 minutes then 30,744 KVA for 30 Oinutes followed by

no load 60 minutes. The continuous duty design cycle was 20,000 KVA,

other duty cycles were 38,880 KVA for two hours or 43,740 KVA for thirty

minutes, The- large power blocks were suited for extreme transient

heating ionditions where high heat fluxes were required, but steady state

or ouasi-steady state conditions were better satisfied using a large

nuwzer of control circuits havinp low power ratinqs.
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The radio frequency facility was designed with eight 2000 KVA

mini-plate transformers; 30-350 KVA unit plate transformers;

20-250 KVA radio frequency generators; 30 power loops of 4-1/8 inch

diameter coaxial cables; 30 load matching networks; a 30 channel

heat rate computer; and a 240 foot perimeter radio frequency shielded

modular heat barrier. The system was decreased from the original

40 power loops because of the delays and price increases.

The demineralized water system of 3440 gpm for radio frequency

cooling and 600 gpm for radiant cooling was built east of Building 65

in the storage yard. It was built in 1960 at a cost of $215,000.

Several years later a concrete block building was built to protect

the three cooling towers from freezing conditions during winter.

Radiant heating techniques advanced to match the required test

capability, but the radio frequency induction heating techniques and

or missile aerodynamic heat simulation In the laboratory.

This resulted in the acceptance test-nq of only one 250 KVA

radio frequency prototype loop in 1964, It was located on the fourth

floor along with a modified radio frequency barrier. It was never

used and was later dismantled and giver ýo the Materials Laboratory.

iven if suitable dielectric material for ,.dio frequency methods had

been found, !he load matc•ing networks and co-axial cable were too

bulky and i~vractical, The added Heat Control Computer No. 3 was

intended for the radio frequency heating system and cost $375,000 in

1966 and is presently part of the radiant heat system offering test

improvements over the other two.
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As part of this Military Construction Program, money was provided

to develop a data collection and handlinn system for all instrumenta-

tion used in static testing which included strain, temperature, load

and deflection., The system consisted ef a Control Data Corporation

1604B computer, eight portable transmittcr/multiplexer (TM) carts for

signal conditioning, coilutatina, diaitizinn and transmitting

siqnals to the raster control rooni, and the iiecessary peripheral

equipment for data collecting and reprodu:tion in engineering fomat.

it collected data on 632 auarter or half-bridee strain channels, 160

force channels, 160) deflection channels and 976 thermocouple channels.

The system was designed for both on "ine and off line optration. The

co•rputer handled 50,000 conmnands per second while providing visual

• onitorinq and auto(natic alarming and an on-line prediction alarm.

The computer and rmonitorino ;?*stem were located on the third floor

east of the original part of tht, building on the south end. The

transmitter/multiolexer carts werte used on the test floor and could be

connected directly to the radiant heat and radio frequency barriers.

Thi: tnt.'' cost cf this complete Military Construction Proqram

effort was $8.340,091.93 including the radio frequency phase-down and

prototype loop. The data system installation cost was $2,501,078 with

additional equipment add, d that cost $433,996 and became operational

in 1961.

The full scale elevated temperaturr facility's completion date

was too late for testing the B-58 airplane and modifications were made

to the 3,000 KVA pilot facility to efJatle it to be used instead.
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The early facility design concept assumed that aerodynamic heating

would require high BVU inputs per square foot and the 79/720 KVA

ignitrons were expected to handle most situations, These had to be

derated to 580 KW for alignment and equipment compatibility, and the

heat control computer, scaling was changed accordingly, but the low

power requirements ard larqe number of required heat channels for

the B-58A nade the full sc3le facility impractical for use even if

it had been coinpleted and checked out in time.,

The research work during the construction phases had shown that

the facility desiqn assumptions were partially wrong and it was not

possible to simulate aerodynamic heatircq on large areas with a single

power regulator and conLroller using a single feedback thermocouple.

Consequently, it was necessary to purchase a large number of small

capacity power regulators and tcý-T-erature controllers which were

procured from Research, !nc, These were controlled by the use of

several tner*ocouples insta~led in each heat zone connected -n

parallel for average temperature control. This contract provided

210/60 KW water cooled ignitron requlators and 550/24 KW convective

cooled thyratron regulators for power and 760 temperature controllers

at a cost of one million dollars.

The reorganization of Aeronautical Systems Division and the

Directorate of Engineering Test in 1963 altered the Air Force structures

testing emphasis to exploratory and advanced development. This required

new test capabilities for hypersonic flight and re-entry type vehicles.

Because of new requirements for elevated temperature and fatigue

support, a 1964 Military Construction Program was authorized by Congress
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to provide building modifications to existing work space on the

three original floors on the east side. The existing floors were

18 feet high and were inefficient. The cost of this effort was

$185,000 for alteration of 10,000 square feet to provide valuable

technician work space and instrument storage.

These same requirements resulted in the design study of a liquid

nitrogan test system 7or internal fuel simulation in structures by

Cryovac, Inc. in June i963 at a cost of $21,000 which was then followed

by a facility design in April 1964. Catalytic Construction Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. was awarded the desiqn at a cost of $22,050 and the

facility was constructed by Stevens Co., Newport, Ky. for S482,133.12

in August 1964. Inspection of the construction was done by Catalytic

Construction Co. for $21,000.

This facility was located )n the north half of the main test

floor and the 10,000 gallon liouid nitrooen dewar was located outside

of the north wall by the service road. The inside construction

consisted of a barrier 30 by 60 feet, 30 feet high )nd structurally

capable of reacting all loads to a test structure. The liquid

n•itrogen fill and circulating pump had a 250 gpm capacity znd the

discharqe puWt had a 750 gpm caoacity, A 10,000 lb/hr vaporizer and

superheater (-320 to +450-F) were used for cocling and heating the

test t-- according to the rIssion flight requirements. The design

provided for manual or automatic control of the pr-ocess. The barrier

had an 4-silted basin floor of wood with overflow through a trench to

an •..:j:eŽ ý pt of limestone rocks. Ventilating fans and ducts

-- :oved -troger, vapors to the outside.
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Once again, storage of test steel and test equipment became a

problem and a request for a Butler type steel outside building

50 by 100 feet was ,made. It was approved under WPAFB Project No.

450-6 at a cost of $27,235 and was conpleted in November 1967.

Increased requirements for fatigue tests resulted in the purchase

of four 3000 psi Sprague hydraulic pumps. The:- were extremely noisy

at each test project location and a reauest was made for the

construction of a hydraulic pumphouse on the inside north wall on

the main test floor. It was approved locally and constructed in

1967 at a cost of $24,800. It had 750 square feet on iwo floors with

iodular Sound proof wells., As part vf this construction, a trench

was cut in the test floor betwer the rails the length of the building

to provide a lydrauiic supply and return line which would be

accessible to an~y test location. Trench covers could be removed at

any location to connect to the hydraulic supply and return lines.

With each advancement in the size and speed of airplanes, the

Air Force structures test facility was bilt or modified by the

governrzent to ý,upport the mission requirements. In 1966, a new

facility was needed to test the huge C-S airplane. A conrrehensive

Air Force study was maoe for an Aerospace Structural Test Facility

(planned as a goverment owned v•tional test facility) with siting

approval at Palmdale, California. but it was not furded. Instead,

the (.overnment funded for the constructio.n, and equipping of a huge

facility for Lockheed Aircraft Co., Marietta, Georaia. to tlst tne

static and fatigue C-S structures.
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The Air Force's facility design study for siting at Palmdale

would have provided for a test floor area of four acres in size.

It provided room, for both static and fatigue testing of the C-5

sirultaneously, and future expansion capability for testing at

el-vated teirjertures with liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen fuel

simulation. These requirements were tallorea after a facility design

study for a liquid hydrogen test facility with approved siting in

the quri-range adjacent to Buildinn 65 at Wright rield. This design

study was m, ade by Catalytic Construction to., and was ir the FY-69

Military Construction Prograi the first tine. it was postponed year

by year for several years and finally abandoned. The primary reason

was lue to the change in rission requirements in supportina the

Vietnar war for low and slow type airplanes. This spelled the demise

of research and develop-ert for hypersonic airplanes and the

constriction of new Qround test facilities.

The proposed (National) Aerospace Structural Test Facility

offered a :.cided cost advantage over the span of several test

proqra-ms as covared to the C-5 test program faility construction at

Lockheed Aircraft Corpany. Over a 15 year proQranied facility life

the cost advantage was quant!tatively evaluated in excess of the

total facility cost of 34 million dollars.

The C-5 had a m-aximum gross .ake-off weight of over 700,000

pounds, a 200 foot wing span and a length of 230 feet with a tail

height of 63 feet. The supersonic transport was generally comparable,

but 40 feet longer, and was to be the first airplane undergoing
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elevated temperature testing in the "National Test Facility.`

However, the SST was cancelled.

In line with improved emphasis on research, a modification was

made inside the storage building at the east end of Building 65 to

house a resonant test machine for rapid cycling on small fatigue

coupons and a chemical laboratory, It contained 2500 square feet aad

was completed in November 1966 at a cost of $58,310. The roof was

desiqned for light storage and was capable of beinq serviced by the

existing crane.

The Advanced Development Project Office of the Flight Dynamics

Laboratory had programs for imDroved metallic structural designs in

the early 1970's. One of these used the B-1 wing carry through box

a• a baseline structure. It was scheduled for testing in Building 65

4na the hydraulic flow requirements for the fatique test program

exceeoed that available. A design for a hydraulic ptmV building was

started in 1972 to house hydraulic pumps and a centrifuoe with a

flow requirement of 870 gpm, The building was 30 by 60 feet and was

completed in April 1974, A hydraulic (supply and return) trench was

cut into the floor on the east side of the buildina to supply oil to

the Advanced Metallic Air Vehicle Structure 'AMAVS) and F-4C/D fatigue

tests at a cost of $25,800, The total cost of the buildina. trench,

10 dual pump units, accumulators, switch Qear and electrical wiring,

installation of pumps and pipe and a modified access road cost a

total of $327,627 and was finished in March 1975.

Increased emphasis was giveti to fracture mechanics requirements

on structural test coupons. Equipment was purchased for this work and
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it was located in the northwest quadrant of the main test floor.

The need for a clean air ,;onditioned area resulted in modification

of the east side of the 'torage building joining the east side of

Building 65 on the soutt end. The design, 432 square foot hydraulic

pump house and the air :onditioned 1490 square feet of work area cost

a total of $95,759 and was completed in July 1974. The load frames

and electronic equipment in the room cost $461,571.65. A new

addition between that area and the hydraulic pump house is planned

for construction in 1979 to house the computer control and programming

equipment, at a cost of Z.57,600.

Even with the continuous updating of the test facility, it can

only do a portion of the test work required by the Air Force. On the

other hand, as Air ýorce need changes year to year, it is impossible

to keŽep at; of the contractor test facilities (financed by the

government) fully utilized. Although the Navy once had its own

facility in Philadelphia fo- structural testinu, it provided its

airplane contractors whatever facilities and equipment were required

for test programs.

The Wright Field Structures Test Facility has over the years been

cost effective to the Air Ferce, and its outstanding capability has

solved many problems quickly at low cost. In 1977 it was still

competitive with the contractors who a'sr old for much of the same

work, but in 1979 was forced to utilize its employees differently to

remain competitive. This facility has provided most of the

advancements in structural test te chnio es and this Knowledge has been
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used by many governments and industry to establish test facilities and

programs of their own. The latest ones are in South Korea and Taiwan.

9
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SECTION VII

STATIC TESTING

Birds, wind and sand helped man solve many of the problems of

gliding and mechanical flight. Sand, a seemingly unimportar,

substance, made important contributions. It was used to static test

glider and airplane structures. When it was first used for thIs

purpose is anybody's quess.

Sand was used by Otto Lilienthal in his study of bird flight

in the late 1800's. He inverted the wing of a fresh killed bird and

distributed sand over its entire surface to measure and study its

d6pfl.ction when loaded to simulate the bird in #1!ght. It is

probable that he continued this practice t.o prove the strength of

his glider-s.

Samuel Langley made extensive use of sand to test and evaluate

the strength of his aerodronw iodels and man carrying aerodrome. An

example of his trial and error progress -s indicated when in 1896

the inverted wings rf Model No. 5 yielded tip deflections of less

than five dearees. Earlier tests in 1894 of that model yielded

65 degrees in tip torsional deflection fron the sand tests. Langley's

methed of wino design and guy wire restraint left much to be desired

even after the wings were considered satisfactory from sand tests.

The sand at Kittyhawk. North Caroline deserves more credit for

helping the Wright brotters succeed than has heretofore been given.

It served them in more ways tha.r just static testing material, but

that particular fact has been glossed over or never mentioned by

historians.
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Static testing was the first, but not the only task user

determining the strength of an airplane structure for flight a

ground handling operations. Very early in aviation, it became

necessary to develop a strict safety and health program fLr

aviators in order to help save lives and conserve valuable resources.

in spite of the enormous amount of technology which has sinc. >een

applied to this overall problem startina about 1900. roire fatal

crashes still do occur in both old and new aircraft d-- to structural

deficiencies,

Static testing is not 100 percent reliable, but there is no known

substitute, Many of these past accidents resulted froir inad&uate

static testing. or lack of static testing. Static testi',a discloses

erlro-s which when not corrected r-y cause catastrophic flight

failures.

Proof of minimnn satisfactory weight and the determination of

an ai.Dlane's ooerationai strenoth are also important products of

testing. If an airplane is tne heavy, its payload is too small;

however, if it is too lipht, the payload tray be nmch greater, but it

will not hold tooether under all operating condit;ons. Structiral

designers try to provice an efficient structural design for given

mission requirements which represent renuirerents for ultimate flight

safety.

A reliability factor of 0.9999 might represent safe flight for the

airp:ane, but many technologies are needed to satisfy it and nobody

could ever be sure of such an actual reliability value. The best
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approach strives for 100 percent reliability from a thorough test

program of which static testing is only one of several proofs.

Efforts to make design analysis adequate proof for the airplane

structure using small safety faictors, and unproven asswiptions, are

never successful in achieving the necessary reliability factcr for

a low risk airplane. There have been incidents where Air Force

pilots refusel to fly high risk airplanes.

The first static tests of the Wright Flyer were done in 1903

by the Wrights while waiting for the weather to clear for the first

attempt to fly with a motor. They accomplished the test by suspending

the plane by its wino tips 3nd ]oadino the wing with five to s x

times their own body weight in the center. This test dictated a

change in trussing of the tips so the strain was more evenly

distributed between the front and rear spars. It also required a

change in the controlling wires. After this was completed, they hung

the airplane by the tip- and rar, the notor while a man was in

position at the controls.

Their 1904 static tests were done with the machine suppcrted

upside down on trestles placed at the center, and the wings then

loaded with sand from wing tip to wing tip. The sand was distributed

such that the net chordwise load would occur at the proper center of

pressure.

In 1907, the Army became curious about static testing of the

Wright airplane and corresponded with the Wright brothers, but there

is no evidence that the Army did any testing or required more than was
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done by the manufacturers until later. The primary reason was that

the Army had so few airplanes that it was not a problem.

Orville Wright was in France in 1911 and wrote about the French

officer's fear of flying some of the airplanes because of structural

weaknesses and lack of control response. In order to learn their

strength, the French turned the airplanes upside down and piled

sand on the wings until failure occurred. The Wright airplane

withstood four times its flyino weight, the Farmiwn two and three-

quarter times, the Antoinette one and one-half times, ani the

Blerlot one and one-quarter times, These tests indi..: t.. •he

pilot's fears were justified, except for the Wright airplane. This

was their favorite airplane because of its handllnp, characteristics

and safety of flight at that time.

The Wriqhts tested their Model C supported by trestles at the

last uprights of the wings with a total load, including the weight of

the machine, of 106 nounds to check the spars and uprights (vertical

members) against bowing. For this test, the outer uprights carried a

load which produced over ten times the normal flight strain. The winr

soars of the last section withstood a strain over five times that

experienced in flight. This test loaded the center section to only

one and one-quarter timres that load which was carried in goverra.nent

tests. Also, the center section supports were placed under the

uprights where the wings were attached and loaded until the uprights,

spars or a wire showed indications of giving. Such testing subjected

the uprights to double the strain as when carrying the same load in

fliqht.
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The Wrights explained to the Army that this kind of testing did

not simulate flight lodding. They stated that to do so, the machine

should be supported upside down on trestles at the center and loaded

with sand of uniform weight from tip to tip. The sand was required

to be distributed fore and aft of the surfaces such that its center

of gravity would coincide with the center pressure for different

rates of speed. They said that when it flew at high speeds the rear

spars carried a greater load, and at lower speeds the front and rear

spars had a more equal distribution. The Wrights offered charts

they had developed for different speeds for the purpose of distributing

the sand. They suggested that the Arnmy could test each structural

mnener separately, and compare the test results with the analysis.

It is doubtful that the Army used this information, for it

appears that they continued to rely on flight testing until McCook

Field was olaced in operation.

Army static testing beg)n at McCook Field shortly after it was

built. The first airplane built there specifically for static tests was

the all ,.!etal C.-_2. Sand testinq, as it was called, credited McCook

Field with making an irmortant contribution to proving lirplane

strencth.

The structure being sand tested at McCook Field was securely

supported upon scaffoldinq and the sand bags of known weight were

Placed on the areas such as wino, tail, fuselage, etc. This made it

possible to reproduce the stresses and strains of normal (and atnoyral)

flight, and to expose and correct structural weaknesses. It was
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possible for a sand load to simulate both lift and drag on the wing.

The wings were loaded at such an angle that a lift to drag ratio of

four to one was produced. The fuselage was supported in such a manner

as to give the wing the desired angle. Prior to the tests, sand bags

were laid out on the floor around the test structure in a well

defined order t facilitate application of the load increments.

The wings were marked off in sections for the designated load

distributions.

Sand bags were made from heavy canvas and sewed with pillow-like

dividers in five, ten and twenty-five pound weights. This prevented

the sand from shifting and made for easier handllnq and stacking.

Lead bars weighing 50 pounds were used in the early twenties for

platform and basket types of local concentrated loadings. Loads were

hung on cables whire clevis fittings were used to attach the cables

to the structur-. Dynamometers and turnbuckles were used as another

conceitrated loadinG method. Formers (clamps) were used to support

flexible structures while the incremental loads were being appllied

according to the spanwise and chordwise requirements. Once that load

increent was in place, the structure was then loaded for the next

increment with as many bags as needed to produce the test load by

lowering the mechanical jacks until just free of the surface.

Necessary measurements were taken and that process continued until

the design load was reached or failure occurred. The first such jacks

used were the railroad ratchet type, then screw jacks with extension

handles and finally hydraulic jacks. The Materiel Division at Wright

Field built special three and one-half ton screw jacks (with extension

handles) at a cost of 55 dollars each which was probably more than
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they would have cost commercially, but suitable jacks were not

?vailable in the desired extension and load caoacity.

Testing was slow and laborious. The ten pound (7 x 21 inch)

shot bags to improve loading density were developed after d long period

of testing with sand baqs.- They were laid out in increments arourti,

the test structure for specific conditions for ease and relative

speed in puttinQ them on the structure the same as before, but the

bulk was considerabiy reduced. It required the use Pf skilled laburers

to throw the shot bags to heiahts as much as 25 feet or more.

Usually the shot bags were thrown in relays for the hiqh positions.

Sore of the men could tirow them tuch higher than tnis in a single

throw and prided themselve; in beinq able to do so with consistent

accuracy.

The first use of adhesively bonded tension load pads was in

1938 for an airplane wing test at Wright Field. Static test engineers

glued canvas patches, developed in 1933, to the test structur.'s and

found these to be unsatisfactcry. Apparently, this led to the invention

of the sDonce rubber tension pads which had a metal backing plate to

connect into a whiffletree (linkage evener) system for loading with a

hydraulic jack. Hydraulic loading methods had begun being used in the

early 1940's mostly in conjunction with shot bags.

A comparison of the effectiveness between cushion loading pads

and tension loading pads was made on the BC-l (AT-6). With the advent

of the cushion loading pads (compression), it was possible to provide

a better wing load simulation. Large built-up beams were made which
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spanned the wing chord and thew.winq was loaded in compression.

Later, this was combined with tension n'ads (patches) to provide better

airload distribution using whiffletree linkage made from flat bar

steel. Some steel linkage, from one airplane to the next. could be

rC-Lut, redrilled, and reused, but a lot was scrapped with the

rvsulting loss of a large nurber of nanhours and material. The tension

patches were loaded with hydrdulc load Jacks (also called struts and

cylinders), one to each whiffletree arrangement. The hydraulic load

jacks used were originally salvaged from the landing gear and flap

systems of outdated airplanes. Most airplanes at this time were still

being tested using sand bags, shot bags, and pig lead bars and were

inverted for positive loading conditions.

The tension patch loading, in combination with snot bags, made

testing more accurate and provided better load distribution. Part of

the need for shot bag loadinq for the 20-40 percent InAd increments was

due to the thin wing skins and limits of the skin to rib and spar

3ttachnents Sometimes iocal surface damage was caused by the test

r'.ethods when too much load was applied in tension,

As the test engineer's experience built up, they improved the

tension patch-hylraulic loading system and advanced from the old

aircraft ht'nd wobble h~ydraulic loading cump methods to electric (DC)

hydraulic puwps again salvaoed from aircraft hydraulic syst.Ms for

use with hand controlled loading valves. The test mechanic was then

able to monitor pressure gages for applying the incremental loads

simultaneously to all parts of the structure under test. No longer

was it necessary 11o have i large crew on screw type jacks, or hydraulic hand
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ldcks to lower the incremental loads of shot or sand until the

structure supported the load freely. Different sizes of the hydraulic

struts were collected which enabled the engineers to manifold

(interconnect) two or more different loads to a common pressure. This

educed the number of manually controlled load pressures for the test

cordition.

As ditferent size landing gear retraction cylinders were

scavenged from many different wrecked or obsolete airplanes, it was

possible to improve the hydraulic loading system. These landing

struts ranged in load area from .98 in 2 to 17.48 l2 in 12 different

piston areas. The individual hydraulic struts were attached to the

Ihiffletree iinkat'es which at the airplane surface connected to

either 6 by 12 inch or 6 by 6 inch tension patches, each capable of

supporting 1000 or 500 pounds each, respectively. More struts if

eFuai pressire were able to be manifolded and loaded by a single valve

frtur convenience and economy.,

The aircraft electric hydraulic pumps were built into special

catnets wi~h the hand valves and batteries (28 volt). Test workers

had :iadi/ressure schedules of 0 - 100 percent design ultimat? load

•EcL; ait ,ndividual control hand valves and onerated them under the

-",ection and instructions of the test project engineer. The engineer

ýIed cut individual increments, as opposed to supporting the structure

iacis while an increment of shot loading was put on and the jacks

Sow• red .

The 1ihoratory test jigs and load platforms at McCook Field, and

it the fwost Wright Field facilities, at first were made almost
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exclusively of wood members. With the advent of steel beams

resembling parts of an erector set in 1935 there was a great savings

in time and material. These beams, columns and channels, with holes

spaced at three and six inch intervals, were erected and bolted

together with three-quarter inch bolts. The different jig configura-

tions were easy to analyze for the required jig strength.

The test floors were designed with steel railroad rails uniformly

spaced to accommodate the steel jig e-.ction. The present soacing in

the static test facility has doubled railroad rails imbedded in the

concrete on ten foot centers. Special load inserts are located

between the concrete rails also on ten foot centers. This provides a

five foot load reaction matrix over the entire area. These facilitated

the erection of the steel beams to construct reaction load jigs to suit

each particular test structure. This method of jig construction

(large erector set) was simvler and quicker than building self contained

loading jiqs independent of the test floor. The materials were

easily reusable. The same steel has been used ever since it was first

purchased at Wright Field.

Static test conditions remained essentially the same for a number

of yeers. As performance and speed of airplanes increased, it was

found that other conditions existed which could also cause structural

failure. Wind tunnel testirg did not identify all of these conditions

and some resulted in flight failures.
Most military aircraft were pressurized in the crew areas after

World War II to obtain a reasonable cabin or cockpit environment for

aircrew comfort. It was sometimes necessary to pressurize these in
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conjunction with the test section under load to reproduce the design

condition. Otherwise, a cockpit pressure test was performed without

any other portion of the structure loaded.

Between World War I) and the 1950's, major airplane structure

components were tested individually because the state of the art did

not permit the loading of all the major components simultaneously.

The comvion practice was to test airplane components in a test jig.

It was known that jig effects, where the mating part did not deflect

as the true structure under load, gave improper results. Different

results were obtained, for example, when shear stress was allowed to

react into a jig as opposed to it being removed as an applied load

at the attachments, The measured loads showed the structure

experienced different bending stresses. Structural transition

sections minimized this problem.

Aircraft in the 1950's were flying over 600 mph, and the leading

edge loads were high. Shot bag loading was used in conjunction with

the tension patch loads because of net load limitations when the

loading exceeded the capacity of the tension patches. This type of

testing prevented the application of the cc ic.-pt of a freely floating

structure in complete equilibrium as suggested by Niles in the 1920's.

The first free floating test was begun in 1952 and it showed

conclusively that future testing would be done without invertinq the

airplane structure.

Sometimes wing bending and shear on large wings were applied

through formers which were contoured to the sijrface so as to apply the

load dire-ctly to the wing spars. Several of these were placed
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incrementally along the wing span to give a reasonable step ;hear

application and the shear loads could be placed chordwi ! at each

location for the required torque. Some airplane companies would

build in special test load fittings to the spars at similar spanwise

stations and apply large concentrated loads in tension to produce the

proper wing bending, shear and torsion, Such testing was generally

non-representative and might not reveal local structural effects of

the load as in flight, but it gave reasonable test results. The

Air Force avoided testing in this manner,

.The Air Force made a few efforts to calibrate multipar wing

structures so as to calculate shear and moment spar distributions to

improve design and analysis techniques., The F-102 wing was installed

in a jig and calibrated for wing spar bending and shear with the

soars me'Ahanically ianipulated and displaced to represent calculated

differential fuselaae fra-e deflections, Actual fuselage-,iina

deflections were different under flinht loads, Other problems

occurred which were not considered important but had a definite

effect on the results obtained from this test.

Before the F-1O0 series aircraft, the fuselaoe airloads were

neglected, although several contractcrs had to include it in the mid-

-950's in order to produce the balancing fuselage shear, bending and

torsion in order to balance the wing loads.

Static testing to failure was onerally customary on all major

aircraft components at the conclusion of the regular static test

program. This served as a buffer for potential higher flight loads,

chanoinc missions, growth Potential and provided design infor.ation

for improved structural efficiency or design modifications.
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Proof of static and dynamic structural strength prior to 1952

was done by checking in detail the contractor's stress analysis,

flying the airplane at the various design flight envelopes, using

different centers of gravity locations combined with gust conditions

in flight and the static testing to full ultimate load for all

critical conditions.

During static test, the structure was monitored at all times for

buckles or permanent deformation in the skin and stringers. A

separate limit load test was performed before any other testing to

check for permanent set or permanent deformation as the first major

test. It showed up control surface binding and functional control

surface and flap operation at limit load. This testing proceeded

incrementally to 67 percent design ultimate load with the load removed

to zero each time to check for per'.3anent deformation.

Tests were usually in increments of 20, 40, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95

and 100 percent of design ultimate loads. The 70 percent increment

was changed to 67 since it represented limit load. Incremental

loading was used so that necessary test observations and test data

could be recorded, and if a failure occurred, the approximate load

at failure could be determined.,

Engineers used slide rules and mechanical calculators to generate

load/pressure schedules for each and every test condition point.

Manifold pressure/load tables were later developed which eliminated

the tedious, repetitious, pressure/load schedule calculations for

hand valve loadings.
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The test loads were applied using hydraulic hand valves operated

from a 20 gpm Superdraulic pump from the 1940's until the 1960's.

In 1964 the Load Maintainer (Edison) loading control method began

phasing in. It had ten screw arms, ten shot pans and a hand crank

which moved in or out representing a percentage of load, and worked

best wher the shop pan was balanced between the equivalent of 1000

and 2000 pi of hydraulic pressure. The load was applied by the

balancing and unbalancing of the lever arm opening and closing

hydraulic valve ports. Several machines could be linked together

and the incremental test load could then be applied by one operator.

Testing in the 1950's was slow and time consuming. Test loads

were applied to free floating setups in increments of ten or twenty

percent and data taken manually. In 1959, liquid level manometers

were developed to record airplane deflections much more quickly and

as accurate as reading deflection scales with a surveyor's level

which had been the practice for many years. This was soon mide

obsolete by electrical resistance deflection methods with the reading

made rcviotely using a new data acquisition system in 1962.

Failure prediction was important to static testing, but was

never developed sufficiently to be of any use. In efforts to make

such predictions, strain gages were .,sed monitor the strains at

critical locations. It helped the encineer understand the behavior

of the structure and the location of stresses, but it was not possible

for him to predict failure. fiowever, a probable location could be

pinpointed using an empirical plottinci method.
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The deflection rate failure prediction method was used with .ome

success in the 1950's and definitely showed where a wing, for example,

would fail. Without using very detailed calculations though, it could

not be predicted at a specific load level. The failure indication was

based on local plasticity.: The detailed deflertion calculations were

too time consuming when done manually while the structure was under

load. Development work for this mettbd and others were abandoned for

several years and a study effort was revived in 1973 for use with a

digital computer system. It was dropped with the change in the

facility's miss,on and no further work was done on failure prediction

for static or elevated t,,"ierature testing in the Air Force.

When strain gages were first used it was difficult for engineer,,

to believe some of the readings. Most of the time the gages would be

supplying factual data but were not interpreted correctly. Experience

using these sensurs helped to solve this proble.-.

Strain gages were the best instant analysis method, and were used

to corvare the test strain level at a given load increment against

predicteo strains as the test progressed. It could be said, with

certain qualifications, that the structure should be able to withstand

the next load increment by comparing values determined from previous

increments. The strain info-mation was valuable for re-evaluating

theoretical stress analysis, checking validity of engineering

assumptions and for future growth or modification to the structure.

Zeroing strain gages at no load was alweys a difficult problem

to solve due to inaccuracy in relieving the structure dead weight
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and that of heavy steel linkages. Usually it was necessary to

zero out the strain gages at 20 percent design ultimate load.

The flat steel linkage for whiffletrees were made as needed

from bar and plate stocks. The standard usage was for applications

from 3,340 inch-pounds to 180,000 inch-pounds bendirng moment at a

design stress of 20.000 psi. The steel was very heavy when

assembled into a whiffletree. It required considerable dead

weight relief, which was provided by platform bdskets attached to

cables and pulleys using shot baqs or 50 pound pig lead bars for the

required total weight. The dead weight of the structure was also

relieved in the same manner so that the applied loao coul,• start at

a predetermiIned level abtve zero., In some test setups the dead
weight of the structure was subtracted or added to the first load

increments.

Even before the need arose for test loadino at elevated

tem.•perature. the sponqe rubber tension patches were shown to be

unsuitable fnr fatiq,j'e test ,.per3tions., With more and more fatigue

testing beinc done. P proble,' existed for which there was no apparent

solution. The B-58 test Droorarfl was planned a, an elevated temperature

static test, and to facilitate test loadinq integral spar fittinqs

were installed on the winos inhoard of the leading edqe because of

the extensive use of honeycor+ panels. No penetrations could be

made in the honeycomb winq panels an! the solution was to develop a

load patch which could be used at temperature without effecting the

skin temperature distributions.

This problem. was solved by the oevelopment of load patches usina
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room temperature vulcanizing (RTV) silicone rubber on two by two inch

backing plates. They were suitable for long time loading at

temperatures to 600OF for static loadings and nearly 400*F for

fatigue loadings. The RTV silicone adhesive had an apparent infinite

life at room temperature in fatigue which solved a difficult problem.

These small patches were used in large numbers (thousands) on the

B-58 lead'ng edges, elevons, wing tip, tail and rudder. This same

raterial was used for shear straps to apply fuselage loads and drag

loads. It has been used exclusively since this test program.

New linkage was also developed to pick up the load cables

attached to the load plates to complete the whiffletree. Ouick

disconnect fittings were designed to pick up the swaged balls on

the steel cable at the first tier of linkage which was designed

using alur.inum sheetmetal which had multiple holes for universal

adJustment.

The sheetmetal linkaoe was built in 4, 6. 1, 18 and 24 inch

lengths with a load capability from, 4,000 to 16,000 pounds. Aluminum

doublebacks (double channels) of higher load capacity and longer

lengths were used in the upper tiers and for connecting to the

hydraulic loading jack, Sheetmetal linkage used in fatique tests

usually required that the bottom tiers be scrapped at test ..ompletion.

This linkage also served as a safety factor against inadvertent

overloads. Shear fail ing l inks wtre desi•rnd anid ,, a ,,Itia "ly

for each load on the B-58 static test program to protect the local

structure from accidental overload. All this equipment was designed

and fabricated in Air ForTe shops or by local contracts knd ics still in

use.
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SECTION VIII

FATIGUE TESTING

Fatigue failure is caused from repeated stressing of metal.

It was discovered by the railroad industry in equipment which

experienced a large nunber of cycles of vibration or dynamic loads.

Their most significant problem occurred in the steel wheels and

axles. The railroads were able to solve their fatigue problems a"if

it vas all but forgotten by the time fatigue became a significa.-

factor for the airplane. The sources of dynamic stressing and

vibration were many in the airplane, whetner from gust or maneuver,

during flight or in oround handling operations.

When the problem first developed in airplanes, it was difficult

to find appropriate, or suitable, test loads to use for evaluating

the fatigue characteristics of cotrponents. A base point was needed

to begin work and establish test criteria.

The Wright brothers experienced "crystallization" problems on a

strut fitting and a warp-Ing wire pulley bracket at Fort Meyer, Virginia

in 1908. Later, there were nuisance failures of lift and landing

wires and wire fittings on the Curtiss WBS-4 and the JN-4 which were

blamed on repeated stress and vibration.

One of the early airplane fatigue failures was on the B-24 nose

gear during World War II. Based on operational records, it was known

how many hours the B-24 had operated before the fatigue failure

occurred. After some experimentation in the laboratory with load

magnitudes and load directions, the gear was made to fail as it -ad

in service. B- reinforcing the nose gear until it took twice as many

of those load cycles before failure, the service life was approximately
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doubled and the successful solution added 2,000 hours more of operation.

In 1945, the North American AT-6 advanced trainer was the first

airplane used for a fatigue test at Wright Field. Itr predecessor,

the BC-1 was used in the static test laboratory to develop cushion

loading pads and tension loading pads in 1939.

The wings of the AT-6D were the only parts used for fatique tests.

These tests were crude, but adequate, for the load requirement and the

nurt)er of cycles which were applied. Repeated testing to limit load

was done until failure occurred. The inspection methods were also

crude, mostly aural or visual in order to detect or find a crack.

During World War II, airplanes did not %ccumulate too many flight

hours a year, and only the training airplanes were flown enough hours

to warrant any fatigue investigation. Commercial airplanes in the

1,340's flew about 2,000 hours a year and fatigue was not considered a

,erious problem. Their usage increased steadily until they fly almost

around the clock today and fatigue testing is essential to assuring

long, trouble-free service from fatigue problems.

After the war, a P-47D and P-51D airplane classed as "dive weary"

w.re static tested in 1946. These airplanes had been useq for training

only with many high "G's". The connotation of fatigue or reduced static

strength accounts for those tests.

In 1948, fatigue tests were conducted on F-84D wings, and in 1949

the C-45F wings and main landing gear were fatigue tested. In the

early 1950's, Holland B. Lowndes, Jr. (Wright Field Engineer) showed

the most interest in doing f?,tigue testing in the Air Force test

laboratory, and continued working on F-84G wings in 1952. F-84 wings

from airplanes used in the Korean conflict were fatigue tested using the
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normal method of cycling to limit load until failure occurred. These

wings withstood more load cycles than new wings and the reason for

this was not understood,

In all of the previous years of airplane design, there was evidence

found that showed fatigue was considered. Several Air Force Wright

Field test engineers did r'ýcognize the problem and P,.de attempts to

require high level approval for separate fatigue te .,ng on each new

airplane along with static testing on separate airplant -,tructures.

The first indication of a fatijue problem in service came about

from an inspection after a left wing failure and crash of a F-89C

airplane at an air show in 1952, Others crasned after that, including

one at the Daris air show. Most of the failures were due to a lack of

static strenqth, It is possible that had the F-e9C been designed for

the actual loads whch it experienced in flight it would not have failed

from fatigue and that problem wouid have taken several years before

becoming known. A fatique proulem was proven conclusively on the F-89C

wing attachrment fingers in the !%3-54 Wright Field laboratory fatigue

test progra!r. This series of accidents did comrtand more high level

attention in the Air Force on airp1ane fatigue problems.

There were some reflections and temporary concern by the Air Force

for fatigue problems with the crasnes of the Martin 202 in 1948, and the

British Dehavilland Comet in 1954, but it took tle B-47 accidents to

finally bring abouL the full Aircraft Structural Integrity Program in

1953. After the accidents. in June '952 an F-89C was fully instrumented

with strair gages and other instrumenitation for flight load measurements.

It was learned from this effort that the wing twist produced a more
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outboard c.p, (center of pressure) than had been used in design, thus

increasing the wing bending loads. There were other factors, but this

was the major one.

Fatigue took on several different forms as performance of

airrraft increased. Engine exhaust contributed to acoustical fatigue

on control surfaces and skin panels. Low stress fatigue was

considered a factor in pressurized fuselage failures, and high speeds

resulted in elevated skin temperature and thermal fatigue. Engines

and landing gears were also very much involved. Corrosion and fatigue

combined to cause additional problems which were almost impossible to

duplicate in the test laboratory and, by necessity, laboratory fatigue

testing was completed in less than real time, but it was designed to

simulate real time.

Fatique failures, once called crystallization, usually started

at a local stress raiser such as a bolt hole, fillet, flanqe, rivet,

corner, tool mark or high strenqth fastener, The possibility of

fatique was increased by the constant search for weight savinq and

structural efficiency by increasino the desion allowable static

stresses and the use of hicher heat treated materials. It was further

increased by hiqher takeoff and landinq speeds which resulted in more

severe taxiinQ, ground maneuvering and dynamic landino loads, Higher

altitude flying increased the Dressures on fuselage and cockpit

sections, and changes in missions used more of the desiqn allowable

fatique limit,

Initial fatigue testirn. started out usinq a constant amplitude

load level, usually limit load or less. Later, test methods wtre
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r( vised to reflect better knowledge with testing done using a mean

lcad level, varying load amplitudes, and different numbers of cycles

fir the different load amplitudes. A "scatter factor" of four

lifetimes was agreed upon to cover variations in manufacture,

material properties, unanticipated service usage, testing and other

thincs. This meant that to achieve 4,000 service hours, as required

for ftihter aircraft, 16,000 hours of laboratory testing were needed.

Supersonic fliqht caused a concern for elevated temperature

fatique and this resulted in a complex "Time Compression" test

prorzram which lasted from July 1964 to June 1970. The time compression

proaram was used to study methods of compressing elevated temperatur.-

faLitgue test time and still produce similar results as real time

testina.

In the tiT compression experinmntal test program, titanium coupons

weir2 used for a Mach 3.2 supersonic transport and AM 350 stainless

steel coupons for a Mach 4.5 mision. This experimental proqram

consisted of material evaluation. including creep tests, spectrum tests

in basic environments, spectrum tests for the total flight missions and

post-test metallurgical examination of the selected coupons.

The results of these time compression test techniques used in the

experimental orogram showed little, if any, success. It did show that

the 8-1-1 titanium material was not affected by creep in the Mach 3.2

environment and the cycle replacement technique was not reliable.

The multifllght technique did not use compressive loads and thus the

data ano the results have no real meaninn. While It showed that

creep did rn't appear as a significant problem for consideration,
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there was no data cctained on the effect of a crack tip which might

have marac a qvantitative evaluation possible.

This program was entirely too complex to obtain essential data

and did not prove that time could be compressed based on the data

obtained. Such knowledge must be learned from a new and different

program when needed. There is presently a better knowledge of

rMetdliurgical material behavior in a crack and a better proqran'

could be designed whenever the need arises.

The B-47 fleet fatique problem in early 1958, which ttmporarily

irnobiliued the fleet, was very closely followed by serious ones in

the 6-52 fleet. Fatique was then the most serious problem in the

Air Force. The vacillations of years past and arQuments between

static or fatique testina as opposed to doinq both proarams otn each

different airplane structure were muted. It required a gigantic

effort and a very hiqh cost to fatique test representative airplanes

of the 8-47 and B-52 from 1958 to 1963. Those fleet problems

resulted in all out effort to solve the totae ýrr-lem in the Air

Force with all other first line airplanes, first production airplar-,

and with resultant changes in desian criteria, test criteria and design

practices,

The inmpact for the Air Force was far reaching indeed. An extensive

structural irtearity investiaation was launched which eventually

encoMpassed all airplanes in the inventory with remainina useful

service life of interest to the nation's security,

The 8-47 structural crisis brought to focus a need for fatigue

research and development and service airplane fatigue testing that

engineers in the Aircraft Laboratory had tried to initiate for many years.
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A need to understand and combat the basic causes of fatigue became

the goal of the investigative program in 1958. To do this, the flight

service loads program and more accurate and predictable mission

requirements were necessary to forecast operational life.

The gigantic work effort to determine the remaining service

life, identify structural danger areas and define inspection methods

and procedures involved the following aircraft: 8-66, B-58, B-57,

B-52. B-47, F-lOS, F-106, F-104, F-l0l, F-lOOC/D and F, %89J,

KC-135, C-133, C-130, C-124, T-38, T-37, and T-34. Airplanes such as

the F-89C, D and H and the F-102, for example, were either

previously fatigue tested or in the case of the F-102 equated to the

F-106. The fighters were required to have a service life of 4000 hours

with 5000 landings, most bombers required 13,000 service hours with

5000 landings, trainers 8,000 hours with 20,000 landinos and most

transports 30,000 hours with 15,000 landinqs.

New eouipment was required to simulate the mission spectrJms.

Testing had beer. done open loop (no signal return from a tra ,ducer)

usinq ýressure relief valves that released each load cycle in

co-bination with a timer to op-n pressure valves to start a repeat cycle.

Various comb inations of electrical contacts, pressure switches, relief

valves, etc. were used. A better loading method was developed at

Boeing for the B-47 and B-52 fatigue test programs using a closed loop

system. A rotating drum was used for the load sequence orogrammino

with analoo control devices using electro-hydraulic servovalves and

load cell feedback from hydraulic jack loads for proper loading of the

structure.
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The first fatigue loading system for Air Force fatigue tests

was purchased in 1959 from the Compudyne Co. which ws similar to

the system used by Boeing. It consisted of 34 load channels each

with a complete electro-hydraulic force control servo system. The

force-time functions were programued with five Alabama Automation

Corporation program dru'.s and a master control panel. Loading

capability was from 0 to 50,000 pounds at a cyclic rate which varied

according to the hydraulic flow available at a given pressure

differential and response of the structure. A flat-bed curve

follower was later developed by a Wright Field engineer for

programming the loads.

Test fatigue simulation progressed from a single load cycle,

repeated over and over, to a block load spectrum of varying amplitude
with and without a mean load and with load reversals, and grounc-air-

qround cycles. It later progressed to flight by flight load

sequences and complex mission profiles. The flight by flight load

sequence testing was ,iot easily done without using a digital

minicomputer. The minicomputer was not available for use in fatigue

test. laboratory until the earty 1970's. Fatique load programning was

done in the late 1960's using multi-channel FM tam• recorder-

reproducers. Then the Inforrmation Technology Incorporated (ITI)

digital simulators used in the time compression program (digital

progra•u•er with 4K of memoryj were modified to incorporate a

cassette recorder for more complex longer duration single channel

fli(ht by flicht load sequences., The ITI Digital Simulator removed

the program ti,-c constraint of the FM tape transport simulation.
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The "Time Compression" study under Project 1347 from 1964 to 1970

could not have been accoolished without development of the special

IT! Digital Simulator. The hardware devploped had a three channel

capdbility and satisfied the requirements for programmed temperature,

the cyclic fatique load spectrums with added cycles, and a mean load

profile,

Early fatigue studies concentrated on S-N curves in which the

reterial stress was plotted against the number of cycles to failure.

Testinu was usually discontinued after a few million cycles, or when

the curve became nearly asymptotic to the abscissa. It was believed

that when this occurred that stress levels below this curve did not

contribute to fatique, This level was called the fatique limit, and

for aluminum it was arbitrarily specified as 108 cycles. It did not

consider the effects of reversed loading or of combined steady and

varying loads. Miner's theory assumed that every load contributed

some small amount to the total damage and that all loading history

was cumulative, This theory was used for several years.

Fatigue designs led to safe life and failsafe structures. Tests

were made in the 1950's on loaded structure where a primary member was

cut with a saw or other kind of rapid cuttinn device, Fails-fe

structure is redundant such that if any one member fails, the remaining

structure will take limit load (or 80 percent ultimate, depending on

whose criteria is being used). Safe life structure asswues that

cracks will not qrow critical during the life of the structure, or

that they will be found and fixed before reaching a critical length

during specified inspections.
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The Structural Life Prediction Program in 1958 was set up to prolong

the life of weapon systems out of production and in active first line

conmat inventory, to reduce the cost of Engineering Change Proposals,

to improve performance and to include fatigue design know how in

future weapon systems (airplanes) to alleviate severe problems of

structural and acoustic fatigue.

It was in the mid-1950's that a full scale interest developed in

which scientists and engineers began serious and practical work on

the fatigue problems. Investigations showed that ,ome materials

behaved differently under the same load spectrum and because of this

a need was found to study it in a different way. Fracture- mechanics

came into being which gives a theoretical explanation of the behavior

of materials and is able to predict crack growth mechanism and crack

growth rate, etc.

The first minicomputer for the structures test laboratory was

purchased for Neuber's fatigue analysis in 1971, a Digital Equipment

Corporation PDP-11/20 with 4K memory and some peripheral equipment.

Multi-channel flight by flight load sequences could not be effectively

accomplished in the laboratory without digital computer equipment.

The sophisticated and specialized computers and their software

brought about more and more testing on components and full scale

structures. New materials made it necessary to do more coupon testing,

which, heretofore, was reserved for the metallurgist to evaluate the

specific properties of materials for aircraft design usage. The

fracture mechanics testing of these materials was necessary to prove

their acceptability and for the use of high strength fasteners in
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combination with -.tructural materials and predict critical crack

growth to help establish airplane inspection procedures.

Increased usage of military aircraft with greater accumulation

of fatigue damage was of great concern. There was a critical need to

sense a fatigue crack or potential failure before a serious accident

occurred, but a useful practical method had not yet been developed.

The many operational variations of military missicns usually work

to the detriment of the structure's fatigue life or design flight

time. A fatigue life of 4,000 hours for fiahters was not adequate any

longer for Air Force needs and new fatigue tests were required to

prove the life to 8,000 hours. Cargo plane fatigue life is 30,000

hours due to the low load factor usage, but it can vary on both

fighters and bonmers, depending on service requirements.

In 1970, the Pakistan Air Force inquired concerning the service

life of the AT-6Gc aircraft. They thought it inconceivable that the

U.S. Army Air Corps and the United States Air Force operated these

aircraft extensively in pilot training without specific data on the

expected airframe life. The answer sent by the Aeronautical Systems

Division was truthful and to the point. Several photos were all that

remained of the evidence that it was tested. The Aeronautical Systems

Division said that "during the 1945-1958 time period, the need for

service life calculations and fatigue test verification was not

considered necessary. The test of the AT-6 aircraft is believed to

be the first such test ever conducted for the Air Force, and was

purely scientific in nature. Therefore, it is entirely conceivable

that the U.S, Army Air Force operated these aircraft without specific
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data on expected airframe life. We still do." That last sentence

quoted was only partially true. The Air Force with its current

approach to fatigue flight safety has a much higher confidence level

because of its structural integrity programs.
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and development necessary for aerodynamic heating simul3tion.

A Test ,iethods Unit was established for that purpose, and to establish

criteria for the design, construction and operation of a larger

facility to test fuli scale aircraft.

Two C-stinct heating conditions result fro, aerodynamic heatino--

steady state (equilibrium' and transient. The most difficult to

duplicate in the test laboratory was transient heating and/or cooling

which required that the flight loads also be simulated as a function

of time.

The first problem was in understandinq the physical phenomenon

of aerodynamic heating where the air velocity reached zero on any part

of the leading edge er nose structure and caused the highest surface

temperatue called the stagnation tenwerature. On a wing, for example,

ll other points on the structure had a variation of temperature

cordwise and ,panwise. The s was generally true for other parts of

the airplane. Solar radiation added some small amount of heat to the

structure at high altitude. Enqine heatin(i could also add to the

structure's temperature.

Aerodynamic heating results fro:- adiabatic compression of the

still air as it approachoc the airplane's speed; it causes friction

heating within tte boundary lay-er as the air Rolecules on the skin

accelerate adjacent layers to the airplane's speed. The boundary

layer temperature is a function of the stagnation temperature. The

skin teUrerature varies with temperature of t?%e air next to the

surface and the convective heat transfer coefficient, and is always.

less than the stagnation temperature during accelerated or constant
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and development necessary for aerodynamic heating simui3tion.

A Test Methods Unit was established for that purpose. and to establish

criteria for the design, construction and operation of a larger

facility to test fuli scale aircraft.

Two c'stinct heating conditions result fro!. aerodynamic heatino--

steady state (equilibrium. and transient. The most difficult to

duplicate in the test laboratory was transient heating and/or cooling

which required that t'e flight loads also be simulated as a function

of time.

The first probleir was in understanding the physical phenomenon

of aerodynamic heating where the air velocity reached zero on any part

of the leading edge cr nose structure and caused the highest surface

temperatue called the stagnation temperature. On a wing, for example,

ill other points on the structure had a variation of temperature.

cordwise and qpanwise. The s. was generally true for other parts of

the airplane. Solar radiation added some small amount of heat to the

structure at high altitude, Engine heatinq could also add to the

structure's temperature.

Aerodyntmic heating results fron adiabatic compression of the

still air as it approacho. the airplane's speed; it causes friction

heating within Y,,e boundary layer as the air nmolecules on the skin

accelerate adjacent layers to the airplane's speed. The boundary

layer temperature is a function of the stagnation temperature. The

skin temperature varies with temperature of the air next to the

surface and the convective heat transfer coefficient, and is always

less than the stagnation temperature during accelerated or constant
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speed flight. As the airplane decelerates, the boundary layer heat

transfer coefficient reverses its effect and begins to cool the skin.

The skin temperature can sometimes be higher than the stagnation

temperature.

Transient heatinq or cooling can be so severe that the differential

expansion or contraction fails structures, without consideration of an

aerodynamic or mechanical loading. As the internal temperature begins

to match the external temperature and approaches an equilibrium

condition, these stresses are minimized.

The job of simulating aerodynamic heating was a r.ew challenge

:ur Ue ý.Lr-utLue5 urtj*,,i4 dL fl WWu r 'qu d; IICW iw L L ,,,t'fIVu d61

innovatlon, One major problem was in selecting energy sources for

elevated temperature test simulation. Radiant, conduction, convection

and induction (radio frequency) were considered and research studies

were -ade concerninq the practical application of each.

Several research contracts were awarded to iversities, and at

the sa:-* time an Air Force effort was started by Wriqht Field

structures enqineers. Convection heatin- was eliminated from

consideration early in the research because of the difficulty in

[ producinq high temperatures and in controlling the flow of heated air

te rmtch teiperature profiles.

Radiant and conduction heating appeared to offer the best chance

ot success Tor low neat,•o rates, ana inauction for nigner neating

rates. in the be-qinning, most of the research effort resulted in

learning what could or could not te done while the requirement to test

structures was faced immediately by Wright Field eroineers.
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Conduction heating methods were believed best initially for

orovidinq uniform heatinn to satisfy equilibrium conditions resulting

fror, Iona fliqht duration at supersonic flioht speeds, The University

of Colorado investigated these methods usinq silicone rubber for the

tension patch (6 Y 6 and 6 x 12 inches patterned after the existine

sponge rubber loading patch riethod size used at that time) with

nichrome ribbon as the heatini elemennt, They were estimated useful

up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit at 20 psi load. This loadina and heating

method had several obvious limitations an- while there was limited

c,,rr-cc in th racarrh And Ha4ivlnnennt tharp nAtrhn• warp npvpr

able to be effectively used for elevated te.mperature test pdrposes.

Electrical heatinq blankets showed less promise. Their maximum

operating temperature was only 500 degrees Fahrenheit, Graphite heating

blankets were developed later for hiqher temperatures, but were never

considered for use in structural testinq.

Radiant enerqy heats by wave notion even in a vacuur, A very

hich source terperature of nearly 6000 deqrees Fahrenheit was available

in sDecial infrared meatinc ]a--ns usina turesten filaments, This method

shcýwee areat prm-ise for high heatina rates in transient heatina

simulation, The primary probler in the enertiv transfer was related to

the surface emissivity, A hiahly polished surface was desirable in

flighnt. ut in tne test laboratory a black surface was necessary to

improve energy transfer, to cut costs of the operation, and provide for

the niaxi-mxz possible heating rates from high transfer efficiency.

Therefore, methods were studied to provide for high conductivity in

the test laboratory.
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Many commercial electric heaters were available at that time-

which were made of nickel-chromium wire and glass enclosed tjngsten

filament lanps. The ratings were engineered for use by the general

oublic, It was found that these heaters would operate at several

times their rated voltage for limited periods of time and provided

hiQh flux densities lonq enough to heat airplane and missile

structures satisfactorily. Even the cheapest and most efficient

method of oeroaynamic heating si!jiation proved to bet very costly,

The attractiveness of radiant heating was in its usage Gf

of individual heatini zones could be designed to provioe d'fferent

power output for simulating the large number of different temperature

orofiles. Power control could be reoulated to provide any precise

temperature usinq tnermocouples for temperature measurement and feed-

baLk in a control zone, Infrared heiting lanms were thought to be

limited to only 10 deqrees Fahrenheit per second rise rate on test

structures. Induction heatinq methods were expected to provide the

hioher heating rates. The Westinohouse 200 KVA radio frequency qener~tor

used by the University of Flor',da under contract with the Air Force,

produced high flux densities, but the work coil and dielectric material

did not meet expectations, Temperature reouirements over 2000 degrees

Fahrenheit on the work coils for satisfactory use were never net. When

applied to actual test operations it was necessary to use a large bulky

load matching network at the structure for each load channel with the

entire test operation inside a steel radio frequency barrier. Radio

frenuency heating methods were too cumbersome and impractical to use
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for structural testing.

A Phase 3 induction heating contract called for 40/250 KW radio

frequ:-ncy power channels for aerodynamic heating simulation at a cost

of $3,700,000 and $475,000 for Heat Control Computer Number 3. As the

cost of the development effort and inflation increased, the number of

power regulators were reduced to stay within the scope of the original

contract dollars. by thc time it was finally realized that radio

frequency heating would not do the job, it was too late to cancel it.

The end result was that one 250 KW power control channel was installed

on the fourth floor of the elevated temperature building at a final

cost of $2,200,000. This one unit was never used It was declared

surplus in 1974 and removed in 1975 and transferred to the ýir Force

Materials Laboratory for special materiais research.

Elevated terrwperatjre loading -ethods also comm.anded a lot of

attention, The conduction heatino patch, if scccessful, would have

eliminated rany of the problems., Whatever structure was heated also

had to be loaded and the two could not be effectively combined for

elevated ter•erature :-ructures testing.,

Hiqh temperature transient flicht conditions having rapid loadinq

conditions were envisioned for the high speed aircraft. This required

siTulation of a very rapid load at a orecise time in the flioht load

profile which was superimposed on whatevpr load then existed. This

flight requirement never materialized, but temperature and load

profiles as a function of time throughout the flight mission profile

wre duplicated in the test laboratory quite well.
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Harper Engiieerlng was awarded a contract to provide 30 channels

of load equipment with a maximum capability of a 25,000 pound load

through 25 inches deflection in 0.1 second. Delivery was scheduled for

July 1955, but the requirements could not be met.

Another loading d, velopment contract was awarded to Comnpudyne

Corpciation to develop 50 channels of rapid loading equipment of

similar capability. The maximum load ranges specified were 1,000,

E,400. 15,000 and 35,000; deflections of 10, 15, 20, and 25 irches;

maximum, load velocity of 75 inches per second, and programming

provisions to accept the Heat Control Computer Number 1 which was

furnished with the interim elevated temperature facility in 1959, but

first scheduled for 1957 operation, Appropriate servo valves,

hydraulic actuators and strain gage load sensors (load cells) for

closed loop control were required. When that contract was finally

closed out. the equipment delivered provided 50 channels usable only

for fatigue testinq. This equipment was used for many years before

being replaced by more stable solid state electronic controllers.

Sor*e research and development work was .jone for methods to cool

hydraulic cy'inders in a high temperature test environment. Scme

hardware was delivered, but methods to cool the loading cylinders

proved irpvractical, and the actual need never materialized. Once a

suitable heat lamp-reflector assembly was developed, the hydraulic

cylinders were outside the reflector area and never overheated.

Engineers believed that the most practical method to simulate

aerodynamic heating was with a computer operating on the aerodynamic

heating equation, Reduced to its slmolest forw. it was O-hA(Taw - Ts).
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The h represented the convective heat transfer coefficient, Taw the

adiabatic wall teimperature, and T. the skin temperature at any point

in time. A computer was developed to simulate this equation. It

provided voltage signals to a tetr4erature regulator/controller which

compared the thermocouple feedback signal voltage and an error signal

was produced proportional to the temperature mismatch until a zero

error signal resulted.

The pilot plant, without the computer, could provide set point

control for a slow rise rate to equilibrium temperature. Skin

terperature versLs time could not be provided with the computer.

Simulation of the skin temperature as a function of time was not

acceptable then, as it supoosedly only verified the structure for a

terperature which was based on analysis. There was not enouah

analytical analysis and theory developed to prove or disprove the

accuracy of such rethods for skin temperature calculations. This

finally becaie the accepted method when it was proven that calculated

and actual fliQht tc-operature did match with opod accuracy.

As a lack of evidence and experipnce with analytical methods

compared to actual flight termperatures were not available at the time,

it was necessary to provide for co"-uter aerodynamic simulation.

A contract was awarded to Research, Incorporated for the design.

development and fabrication of 40 electronic control computers (analog

controllers) to satisfy 40 channels of temperature zone control.

An earlier prototype model indicated an accuracy of 95 Fercent, or

better, which satisfied the requirements for elevated temperature

testing.
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By the time the 40 computers were delivered and checked out, the

interim elevated temperature test facility was ready to be checked

out. It had a Heat Control Computer (Number 1) supplied on that

contract built by General Electric, Phoenix with an expanded equation

for closed loop heat control using a convective heat transfer

coefficient, and capability for derivative mode, power mode, and

time temperature mode.

While the tacility engineet• wrE woru,.,-,------i------t--- i

installed and operational, as with the 3000 KVA pilot plant in 1955,

the delays impacted high priority test structure schedules. As a

consequence. the engineers responsible for research and development of

test techniques were forced to use whatever equipment was available at

the tine and begin conducting elevated temperature test programs. The

untried and unproven test methods, less than ideal at the time, were

used and thus caused less emphasis to be put on test methods research

and development.

On a contract with Research. Incorporated, 20 structural test

specimens were designed and fabricated for in-house research on

elevated temperature heating methods. They were constructed from

titanium, Inconei, miid cari,-- steel, 2A ST P-,-vd l,'in'm •11y.

75 ST alclad aluminum alloy and corrosion resisting steel. This

laboratory test research work was never completed, but the test

specimens later proved useful in checking the operation of the Heat

Control Computers for different specific heat values and emissivities.

They were also useful in developing high temperature reflector

configurations, optimum control zone layout, power regulator stability,
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heating efficiency, and for determining adverse effects from

convection heat relative to specimen oriertation and many other

things essential to elevated temperature test operations.

For exposed heating simulation, nickel-chromium element heaters

built in the laboratory were evaluated and used for some testing.

The heating eler-ents were operated at 2200 degrees Fahrenheit for

lona periods of time involving simulation of low heating rates and

provideo very uniform heating, tut were not satisfactory for the high

heating rates

ErleLric ovens were usea in i953 to test smaii components tor

constant s ructure teWerature, research on high temperature strain

caaes. thermocouples, silicone rubber tension loadino pads ana huran

endurance in temperatures up to 450 degrees Fahrenheit.

General Electric (GE) T-12 tungsten lamps were first used to

heat a supersonic fighter wing., These lamps provided the 10 degrees

per second heatinq rate required. On this particular structure, the

heating setup was capable of even higher rise rates,

The GE T-12 radiant heat 2500 watt, 110 volt tungsten filament

laips were one and one-half inches in diameter, 14 inches long and

had a screw base. At overrated voltaQe the life of this lamp was

approximately ten minutes. They proved too difficult to work with.

A ,Ir( urdVIiedI hedeing iiri was the '-E T-3 quartz tumuiar

infrared lamp, three-eights inch diameter with a tungsten filament

10 inches long, rated at 1000 watts and 230 volts. While the GE T-3

lamp was normally rated at 1090 watts at 230 volts, it could be used

for short periods at double rated voltage. When ready to fail, the
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lamp envelope would soften and the lamp would explode, usually

causing a chain reaction and breaking other lamps. Cold water

could be sprayed on the lamps while operating without causing failure.

Whenever connected in a three phate d•2ta electrical connection, the

open reflector terminals were not hazardous using the pilot plant

electrical system. These lamps were ideal for modular configurations

where the lamps could be spaced very closely and could be double

stacked. Clips that bolted to the sheetmetal reflector were

developed in ýhe laboratory which made assembly and wiring simple.

They could be connected easily in series-parallel or Darallel cirrijitt

The lamp-reflector units could be placed the required distance from the

surface and the reflector surface contoured to it.

The first elevated temperature test simulation with rapid

loading was done on the Hawk missile using GE T-3 quartz lamps. Load

araeplication was with quartz conical compression washers two inches inF diareter at tne base, one inch in diameter at the top and one inch

hiqh. A hole through the -enter provided for a flexible steel cable

to be threaded throuqh, having an end swaged ball which fit into a

rounded seat at the top, Holes were drilled through the structure and

the cable-quartz washer combination threaded through and loaded in

L teneion, Research on this quartz compression loading washer indicated

that thermal shieldina would be minimal and would not affect the

temperature distributions. These quartz washers were not practical

for qeneral test work because drilling through the structure possibly

altered its strenoth characteristics and they were prone to chip

and break.
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Research, Incorporated was awarded a contract to develop and

build modular natural convection cooleo aluminum reflectors using

the GE T-3 quartz t6be lamps, Later, they developed the same

confiauration for water cooling the reflector material. The

Resea.rch reflector was 6 by 24 inches with 16 GE T-3 lamps installed,

but it could be used with any number less than that for lower

terierature sirrulation.

An open over, for just one surtace. using 80 Research reflectors,

%a; ujilt whic" allowed adjustnment of each reflector in a chordwise

and vertical direction. This wns used for evaluatino heating

efficiency at 460 volls on an alv'pinum specimen coated with a

"sniution of crapnite in lacquer. An 'fficiency of 65 percent was

o.•tained. Practically, tfficiencies this hioh were difficult to

obtain on rost test operati'ns. Test efficiency runs were necessary

usieQ the identical test set-up prior to testinq, but the actual

structure could not be. used and .tructures were simiulated for pre-

test heatinc work for lamp-reflector desians.

A laqe njrber of research cenvect1,ir Looled reflectors of

6 tv 12 inches were obtained 'or the B-58 test proqram. Most of the

structure was heated usinn laroe alutinum, sheet material, as

reflectors, tailored to provle specific temperature Drofilos. and

power requirements to maintain the reouired temperature with area

parallel therunocouples for feedback control to tenmerature controllers.

Reflectors absorbed heat from radiation, conduction and

convection and in most teA applications special provisions were made

to cool the reflector material, lamp envelopes or lamp end seals and

sipports. Water and liquid carbon dioxide were used for the
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alurinum and steel reflector heat exchanger types and air for lamp

coolino in the ceramic reflectors. Gold coated stainless reflector

,iaterial was not cooled unless the temperature exceeded the lamp

capability and then the lamp envelopes were air-cooled. In some

cases, liquid ,itrooen was conve-ted to a cold qas fcr reflector and

iaý-,, cowlina resulting in nigher performance and extended lamp life,

End seals on the '.E T-3 lamps caused problems by .eltinq., Once

tat ýruqem was solved, the lamps could be used at 530 volts for

reascrablf long period, of time for very high heatinq rates and high

e::•'librium temperatures. This dnd other improvements enabled

,'adiant heat eauipment to be used for sirulatin~i nuclear heating

effects on structures by providinq a very high thermal pulse in Z

very short time cycle.

Whenever the quartz envelope became too hot and softened. it

would saq and fail, sometimes explodinq. General Electric developed

t 'odine cycle lamp which provided lonqer life for the quartz

envelope. ut the probler' of flying glass was not eliminated

corl;Ietely until the bromine cycle lamp replaced it, With that

development, test temperatures in excess of 35G0 decrees Fahrenheit

could ue maintained for short periods of time. but good testing was

not possible since thermocouple materials were not reliable much

above 3100 degrees for control temperature measurements.

These new developments allowed 40 GE T-3 lam4)s to be installed

in one square foot of reflector giving an output of approximately

240 BTU's (6KW/lamp) for short periods of time to satisfy a nuclear

heating pulse. With the development of thin strip qrapnite heaters,
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as much as 350-420 BTU's per square foot were obtained for longer

time periods. In 1969, a shutter was made to cover the graphite

until it reached the described flux density, The shutter was then

opened and closed for simulation of nuclear heating effects.

Power could be requlated to provide any precise temperature at

one point in the control zone using thermocouples or fluxmeters. The

principle method for imeasurinq temperature and controling power to

each control zone was with the use of thermocouples, Fluxmeters were

valuable for sinulatino nuclear heat effects on structures; however,

therristors were of no real value in elevated temperature testing.

The first trethod for installina thermocouples was done by

drilling a small hole the size of the two thermocoupie wires fused

toqether to form a junction, insertina the junction into the hole

and peenina the edrie. It worked well, but there were problems since

installation was vpry time consuming and on very thin material it was

not practical.

The University of California developed a method for flash

weldina the thervoccuDle wires directly to the specimen material in

the early 1950's, It was done with a small capacitance tyde welder

which supplied the necessary instantaneous current for fusino the wire

to the specimen. Iron and Constantan wires were noenerally used for

terperatures to 1000 dearees, chroel alumel to about 200C degrees

and abovc this temperature the exotic and noble metals were used.

Tt was possible to melt platinum thermocouples when usinq the GE T-3

lamps in hiah power density configurations.

Erficiency tests of radiant heating setups were necessary to

determine power levels, to desion reflectors and to control the
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EQUILIBR"1 POWER CURVES FOR SIMU -

LATIVE TEST PANEL AND ACTUAL TEST

STRUCTURE
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Test data for elevated temperature power require.ments shows tnat powet data on a
small test panel used to simulate the struct,:re is too ronservative. Excessive
power capability made it difficult to orotect the structure aqainst over temperatures.
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test structure. This data raised some doubts that the aerodynamic

heating equation was the best, or only way to simulate laboratory

heating, since efficiency, specimen orientation, specimen emissivity

and secondary heating effects had to be accounted for in the overall

simulation. Tenmerature levels affected the material thermal

conductivity, emissivity and the amount of secondary heating from

convection, reradiation, etc. Usually it was either impractical or

impossible to run efficiency tests, develop a family of curves, adjust

the aerodynamic coefficients in the computer to satisfy the equation

and meet test schedules as well. As a consequence, it was much easier

to use calculated skin temperatures which were simpler to duplicate

and did not require efficiency tests. An exception, however, might

occur which would require efficiency tests, where power was limited

and r'aximum reflector efficiency design was necessar). Duplication of

skin temperatures made it even more imperative to use smaller control

areas or to be able to measure control temperatures at more than one

point.

The contrzl area temperature problem was solved by the development

of a method to parallel thermocouples for an average control

temperature by a Wright Field engineer. Any number of thermocouples

could be installed on each control area and wired in parallel to

a switching panel so that in the event of a thermocouple failure

the bad Junction could be switched out, if desired, although it

was not necessary. Whatever the individual temperature value

represented bY the failed thermocouple was included in the average,

but usually rad a small effect. Individual monitorina of each
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thermocouple in a given control area was possible in the event an

enoineer needed to know an individual temperature value. Single

control thermocouples were unreliable. The junction could break,

or pull loose from, the striucture, and measure air temperature or

sorething higher depending on its position relative to the lamps.

A thermocouple could be shorted outside the heated area a,-il measure

arabient temperature causino an improner power level to the control

area. A test abort would result and the thermocouple, would then be

repaired or replaced at considerable cost and loss of time. The

common parallel thernocouple technique was able to eliminate or

m, itigate the effect of these problems in tests. In some cases data

thermocouples could be used in. 'ontrol apIplications, thus eliminating

additional thermiocouple installation for .ontrol pur-poses.

The combined heating and loading problem, was solved for Mach 2

(260°Fl equilibrium and higher Mach number transient conditions when

research dnd development work resulted in a loading system using

silicon bonded tension plates 2 by 2 inches square. A one-eiqhth inch

bond line of room temperature vulcanizing silicone sealant material

was used between the s'in and a three-eighth inch thick aluminum plate.

This permitted excellent temperature simulation while loading because

the plate and silicone allowed rapid heat conduction. In the case of

full patch saturation, there was no perceptable temperature difference

between the plates or at the edges. The same situation held whenever

the patches were sparsely located. These tension plates were usefuil

up to 600 degrees for steady state static testing, over 500 degrees for

fatigue testing and for short time transient heating to 2000 degrees

Fahrenheit.
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Development work on conduction heating and loading methods

ceased after it was demonstrated that Mach 3 airplanes (supersonic

transport types) could be tested using this method. When needed,

higher temperature loadings were applied through direct mechanical

attachments built into the structure as it was manufactured for test

structures. Adequate methods do not exist beyond the present

capability of approximately 600 degrees Fahrenheit for tension patch

loading of test structures.

The Vietnar war changed the emphasis on flight speeds from

hinh and fast to low and slow. The research and development of

structures for test at hiqh Mach numbers was finally stopped in the

1970's with fiqhter flight speeds rot exceedir( Mach 3. As a result

of these events, elevated terperatjre test simulation rmthods

development came to a halt.

1186
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SECTION X

FUEL SIMULATION STRUCTURES TESTING

Si•ulated fuel was not used in ,tic test airplanes before

the need to simulate aerodynamic heating and internal heat sinks.

Prior to that, fuel tanks were sottktirnes pressurized to sinmlate

fuel pressures but not fcr fuel leakage. High roll rates, such as

existed in the F-89 airplanes, reqv'ired simulAtion of fuel pressures

which varied along the wing. The fuel itself was not simulated.

The internal fuel tanks were remov'Jd, resectioned and modified so

as to hold different air pressures !panwise in order to sinxilate the

hydraulic effect during the roll.

The Douglas Thor missile liouid oxygen tank was first tested at

elevated temperatures using liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) as the fuel sitrulant

in 195V. This program was followed by thr Martin Titan missile liquid
oxygen tanks in '9b6 and 1957,. Liquid n'trogen was used as the

simulant. These tanks were filled 'rom comm~ercial tank trucks as

needed at test tine?.

A st-idy was made to find a safe liqui4 to simulate JP fuels prior

to tne B-58 static test oroaram. Ar, ethylene alycol and water mixture

was selected as the most practical for the 260 degree Fahrenheit skin

test terperature and worked well enough.

A method was needed to test structures that used liquid oxygen

and liquid hydrogen. To develop techniques and gain knowledge prior

to development v', . liquid hydroqen test simulation capaility for

Ait Force developmental structures, a liquid nitrc-en facility was

designed and built for limited cryogenic fuel simulation.

I R8
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The design study was made by Cryovac, Inc., Columbus, Ohio.

This was followed with a design by Catalytic Construction Co.,

Philadelphia, with subsequent system construction in 1964, The

system had a 13,000 gallon storage Dewar with pumps and control to

circulate LN2 and maintain fuel levels through a fuel tank inside

a test structure designed for space operation. A 30 by 60 foot test

barrier was constructed inside Building 65 next to the north wall

with an insulated floor and drain for LN2 to the outside into a

liirestone rock filled trench. It was completed in 1965 and the

"-dvanced Structural Concept Fvaluation Program (ASCEP) structure

was tested in it front 1965 to 1968, It was used for other purposes

includinQ strjctural cooling durino fatigue testing of the F-1ll

bird ý. oof transparenCies. It was removed in 1973, except for the

Dewar, which was retained and used for cooling purposes on the bird

strike windshield tests and other programs.

The LN2 facility served its purpose, but was not adequate for

the hydrogen fueled flight vehicles projected for the future. Work

was begun on desiqn of a liquid hydrogen test facility which was

sited north of Building 65 in the old gun range. The test operations

were to be conducted remotely from Building 65 with the test

structures olaced inside a 30 foot diameter by 60 foot long steel

chamber. It was also designed to simulate flight altitude with time.

The Dewar storage capacity for liquid hydrogen was 20,000 gallons,

All elevated temperature and load controls were to be housed iti the

fourth floor of the elevated temperature building. Construction was

first programned for the 1969 emergency Military Construction Program.
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After it failed to be funded at that time, it was moved each year

until it was finally cancelled because of the change in emphasis on

hypersonic technology. Its projected cost was $8,269,287.

Development work for loading and heating in a nigh altitude

condition was started. The problems associated with that kind of

testing were new, but did not appear to be insurmountable.

Operational safety in a heated environment with a large volume of

liquid hydrogen was especially a sensitive consideration. It was

considered in depth and did not appear to te as serious as generally

pictured by those uninitiated in hydrogen properties and usage.

Less sophisticated, but important facilities were also required

for hydrogen cooled skin panels in which the gaseous hydrogen was

forced through cooling passages. A gaseous hydrogen facility was

designed and constructed by Air Force structures engineers ti

satisfy the conditions of a specific panel design. The hydrogen skin

panel pressure was 500 psi with mass flow rates of 0.35 pounds per

second. Panel exit temperatures were 1509 degrees Fahrenheit.

Local safety approval was obtained and checkout runs were made

with gdseous hydrogen from tank tube trailers. The facility design

met its performance requirements, but the development skin panel

structure was not satisfactory for the test conditions. This work

was done in 1968 and the lack of interest in hypersonics resulted in

this facility being removed.

This same lack of Air Force interest in hypersonic technology

caused a total decline in facility construction and many Air Force

facilities in the design phase were :ancelled and others closed.
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" As a result, developmental work stopDed. The increased sensitivity

toward the environment and safety will likely prevent facilities

such as a liquid hydrogen facility from ever being built at Wright

field.

As opposed to simulation for proper temperature distribution

inside the structure, the problemis of airplane tuel leakaqe is also

a c-itical proble" in the Air Force. Except for the F-102 and

F-IQE airvianes which used a Scotchweld* adhesive for sealant, most

all leak fuel, Futu:'e fatioue testina may require simulated fuels

during testinq to prevent fuel leakaue fro;- becoming a serious problem

in service usaqe. 1,o-e attention is beinq ,iven to desiqns that prevent

"uel leaks.

*Reoistered Trademark
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SECTION XI

STRUCTURES TEST FACILITY AUTOMATION
AND DIGITAL COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

The integrated circuit, which first became available in 1959,

revolutionized the electronic industry. It made possible ele-.tronic

equi•ment which was very much reduced in size and greatly ennanced

test capability and application. Tne new equipment made a big

impact on structural testing operdtions.

Test Putomation of equipment used in structural testing wis

conceived in 1961 because of the apperent complexity required for

simulating test parameters to satisfy structural heating, coolinq,

loading, and cryogenic fuel simulatior, The structural test facility's

Heat Control Computers for simwiuating aerodynamic heating had

hundreds of switch positions, alosie, which were too time consuming to

check proerly., When integrated with several other test systems the

need for elimnnatinq human error in checkinq was essential.

In July 1963, a study was rade by Air Force test engineers for

autonmtino checkout operations. Its cost was estimatpd at two million

dollars, %cney for that purcose was unobtainatle in Fisc:al Year 64 or 65.

Farly ir 1964, an AN/GJQ-9 autortic test set, designed for the Skybolt

missile system ground checkout becane available because that proqram

was cancelled. A new study indicated that this equipment could be

used to satisfy the oriainal requirements using a different aporoach.

The AN//GJQ-9 test set was requested from, the Air Force LoQistics

Cornvand., It was approved and installed usinq Laboratory Directors Funds.

Usinq the AN/C,-JQ-9 test set and in-house money and manpower, the

Heat Control Computers, the Control Load Prograrnmer, iqnitrons and
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FIGURE 68

The AN'GJQ-9 Test Set designed for arnound checkout of the Skybolt, rissile

which was used for automating the radiant heat and heat control coffputers
in Buildinq 65 fro-, 1964 to 1'n73,
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liquiu nitrogen system control panel were automated. This Building 65

automation effort was presented as an example of facility automatic

checkout by p.,Oject SETE* Steering Group in April 1967,

Analog programming equipment and techniques were the backbone

of fatigue test loadings for many years. However, this ntethod was

not entirely satisfactory for complex load sequences. In the erly

1970's, a new requirevent was made for flight by flight load sequences

by the Air Force and this was satisfied by using an FM tape transport

for multichannels and by using an Information Technology Incorporated

Digital Programmer with cassette support which had been develooed for

the time compression project in the early 1960's for sinple channel

testing.

Minicomputers came along later and were used in structural testing.

The first miniconmuter was developed and manufactured in 1959. It sold

for a fraction of the cost of competitive diqital computers. In 1965,

a different version was produced that would accept most every kind of

peripheral equipment necessary for a test system needed for fatigue

test programrinq. It could be used for all types of instrumentation

and equipment and operate on-line with as much as 124K memory.

The cost of a basic minicomputer system for fatigue testing a

complete fighter airplane structure was approximately $80,000. The

analog to digital and dioital to analoo converter cost another $35,001.

The first miniconvuter system used in Building 65 was purchased

in 1971 for structural testino. It was a Diqital Equipment Coti)oration

*Secretary for Electronic T-st Equipment
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""DP-1l!20 with a 4 K ;nentory and provided dioital control on a test

coupon usina Neuber's analysis technique. this same machine, with

considerable more memoy and peripheral equipment, was later used

in developinQ digital load cortrol. The initial work accomplished

with this machine enabled test .ý:gineers to recommend the use of

digital control for both heat profile function generation and control

in aerodynamic heat simulation and internal heat simulation from

engines, etc., to NASA Edwards and for the British and French on

Concorde static and fatigue test operations.

Digital load control beaan in the A'.ir Force using one channel in

March 1973. then four channels in April 1974, followed by 13 channels

on the F-ll1 wing fatique test in June 1974. The F-1ll wing cycle

speed was app.roximately one cycle per minute.

That test success generated the reconmendation that the

Suildinq 65 test operations use digital load control for the Advanced

Metallic Air VehiclE Structure (AMAVS). The system procured for this

test proqram consisted of a PDP-11140 mdinicomiputer linked to another

.inicompiuter to function as a master and slave. Delivery of this

equipment was in 1974.

Programming of this equipment was accomplished with a language

called FOCAL, then BASIC and finally FORTRAN with aisembly language

handlers.

it took additional research and development io prove digital

load control after the master-slave equipment was purchased, because

of the need for moe programminq and algorithm development 'in both

th ory and demonstration.
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FIGURE 69

Dicital Comvuter Company PDP-1I140 master And PDP-11/40 slave ccncept
linked toaether for dirita, l o ad control ,rt fatioue test structures in
Bo11lino 65. Wriqht Field. as used on the Akvanced metalilc Air Vehicle
Structure in 1977.
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In February 1977. the Advanced Metallic Vehicle Structure was

cycled using 11 channels of flight by flight load sequence digital

programning and load control successfully.

The nester-slave concept using minicomputers was channel limited

and a new concept became necessary. This was made possible by the

introduction of the microprocessor. By adding the same kind of

peripheral equipment to the microprocessor as used with the

minicomputer, it was possible to build a similar system at much less

cost. !t could be tailored for a specific operation and used with

the master-slave concept using a minicomputer as the master. With

this system architecture, it is possible to have a large number of

load channels for structural fatigue testing.

Research and development work using the mini-micro master-slave

system was started in '976 in the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory at Wr'ght F~eld.

i-
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SECTION XII

STRU Cl1VS TEST INSTRUMENTATION

Without accurate methods for use in airplane structural design,

the weight penalty necessary to guarantee structural integrity 1-

severe. Analytical stress analysis techniques were developed to

improve airplane weight and efficient designs, but the many different

structural geometries and configurations made the problems difficult,

if not impossible, to solve. Precise, detailed, designs are required

to -meet the military mission performance specifications, lie process

is very expensive and time consu, ing., Few, if any, load carrying

structures other than the airplane require such complex and sophisticated

structural designs.

Static testino only proves that the structure is strong enough for

the loads imposed, In the event of a failure at one location, that

location can be strengthened Lontil it sustains the loads. It is

possible for most all of the rest of the structure to be overstrenat'

and thereby overweioht. Static testinq has always been the accepted

method of checkinq or provino stress analysis of a test structure or

Part. Hooke's Law and material Droperties such as the yield stress,

the ultimate stress, the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio

.ar* fror static test results and observations. With accurate test

inform-ation, the process -f improved analytical methods are enhanced,

rinimum airplane design weioht is mnore nearly achieved and airplane

perforrance is improved.

ExDerirmental stress analysis and its supoorting instrumentation

for measuring strains and deflections, as first applied to airplane
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structures in the early 1940's, re'sulted in claims of a twenty five

percent weight savings to structures. The stress analyst must

understand all of the loads on a per", a component or a structure

as well as the stress distribution and the allowable stresses.

Strain measurements provide him with the best information in defining

and urderstandi.ig the internal loadings,

The first strain invesziqations were on coupon test specimens

loaded in tension and compression and were later extended to cover

machines and structires. This was first started in 1856 using the

Wedqe Gage which was followed by a oreat variety of extensometers and

strain aaces. Extensometers were of little use on aircraft research

and the strain gages prior to the 1930's were not practical for such

use.

:n the 1935-36 time period, the de Forest Scratch Gage was used

for dynamic tests and the Tuckerman Optical and Huggenberqer strain

gages beqan to be used in hiah accuracy static test work.

The electrical wire resistance strain qaoe was invented in 1938

by two different people. Mr. I.E. Simrvons. Jr., California Institute

of Technoloqy, and Professor A.C. Ruae, Massachusetts Institute of

Technoloqy, did their work independently, but a patent was finally

issued for the basic invention to Simmons with improvement patents to

Ruge. Twe other people, D.S. Clark and A.V. de Forest, were involved

with the early applications of strain gages. The first coniwercial

strain qau4es were designated SR-4. a registered traderark honoring the

four people involved. The major problems in its development were

calibration techniques, bonding to strained material and temperature

compensation.
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1*
Baldwin-Southwark manufactured the early strain gages and

Frdnk Tatnall became instrumental in their application to experimental

stress analysis through his efforts to se!l sttain qages for that

company.

The strain gage became very useful for airplane structures

testing as an aid in reducing structural weight and measuring forces

a;ld m•oments in wind tunnels, determining flight test loads, etc. The

resistarce strain gage could be installed nearly anywhere and could be

used to check against calculated strains.

The earliest full scale static tests in the 1930's used anything

and everything available to read strain and compare structural

reactions with accuracy of five percent or better claimed. There

were Huggenberger and Whittemore strain gages, dial gages, scratch

qaqes, hanging steel deflection scales read with a surveyor's level

(first used in 1931 by Wright Field Engineering Division), electric

carbon pile telemeters, inductico, telemeters, etc. available which made

static testing a nightmare for tt.e test operators.

The Douglas XO-35 wing static test in 1932 used the McCollum

Peters 12 element electric telemeter which was later used at Wright Field

on the BT-2B airplane as a flight test strain recorder for measuring

loads.

The first automatic strdln recorder based on mechanical levers on

an extensometer and patented by a Mr. Templin, was first shown to the

public in September 1931. Most of the strain recording from electrical

telemeters was being done manually, except for the use of the

oscillograph which was mostly used for dynamic recording.
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r Mr. C.M. Hathaway's rexperiments with fine filament wire earlier

than that done by Simmons and Ruge, indicated practical possibilities,

but he knew that resistance strain gages were of no value without

equipment to record or measure the strain. Vacuum tube electronics

solved that problem.

In 1939, Ruge and de Forest formed i partnership for the

development, engineering and manufacture of strain gages and devices

after the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's patent committee

decided that the str-,in gage lacked commercial possibilities and

passed up their opportunity to market it. The Ruqe-de Forest Company

first ordered 50,000 stock strain gages from. Baldwin in 1941,

believing that order would last a year. It only lasted two months,

which showed that they failed to assess the market adequately, but

were thus assured of success in their business.

galdwin Locomotive Works was the patent protected manufacturer of

strain gages, but in the early 1940's the problem of both availability

and apparent high cost resulted in the airframe manufacturers ind the

Wright Field static test facility in building strain gages in clear

violation of the patents. The initial price of the A-1 flat grid

paper based gage manufactured by Baldwin (later Baldwin-Southwark

Division) was $2.50. During this same time period, some of the

airplane companies claimed to be making them for as little as twenty

five cents per gage. It was the Vega Airplane Company which claimed

the first construction and use of a rosette gaoe on stressed skins

in 1939.
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It hurt Ealdwln-Southwark's and Ruge-de Forest's operations to

have the aeronmutical structures people teach each other about gage

manufacturing free of charge during th~is time period. Because of the

war circumstances in the 1940's, and the influence wielded by

Mr, Tatnall with Baldwin-Southwark, there were no patent infringement

suits. After the war, Baldwln-Southwark was able to make amicable

agreements with those involved in patent infringements.

Prior to 1941, large structural tests to destruction were not

allowed when the strairs were measured with Huggenberaer Tensometers

and Whittemore strain gages. There was extreme danger to anyone reading

them. in the event of a structural failure which could also result in

the dumping of a lartje 4uantity of sand and shot bags. With the use

of SR-4 strain gag s, this problem was eliminated as the qages were

read renotely.

in December 1941, Lockheed was awarded a contrart to make stress

,measurements at the Wright Field static test facility on a full scale

bomber static test. That test prooram involved 200 strain gages. This

was the first time that the Army Air CorDs had ever used an aircraft

manufacturer in its aircraft testing operations at Wriqht Field.

A method used for qualitative stress indications was called

stresscoat. A brittle lacquer was painted on the areas of interest,

allowed to dry sufficiently, and then the structure was loaded and the

lacq'uer cracking pattern was noted at load intervals to evaluate stress

intensity and stress patterns.

Strain gages were tH', most useful to the stress analyst, and it

,qas not lor,n before there were hundreds of different kinds of strain
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gaqes, including gages for use at high temperature. With the use of

these at d other tools, experimental strecs analysis came of aqe.

The SR-4 strain qaoe in the 1940's was credited with the greatest

single contribution to ,making efficient airplane structures,

The first strain gage load cell came into use about 1944, which

enabled preciýj load ,iasurenents in conjunction with a hydraulic

"[ actuated load cylinder. it -as used aostly in fatique test operations

and was instrumental in autonmated loading system. desions using that

feedback signal for control.

From the 1940's throuqh 1960 at the Wright Field structures test

facility, test structures were evaluated for strength and fatigue tests

using a large numbter of strain gages, deflect;on scales (graduated to

lOOths of ;-n inch) read with a surveyor's level, dial gages and

inclinometers. The strains were onf.e recorded usino a Wright Field

named Plack Box Co-ection (--rihinal strain indicator). Baldwin SR-4

Strain Indicators, precision Wheatstone Bridges, Baldwin-Sor:thwark 48

channel Recorders, Miller Oscillographst Consolidated Oscillographs,

Brown Recorders. '8 channel '4osker Strain Indicators, Nosker-Gilnore

Strain Recorders and others. Bridge balance was primarily done manually.

The strain gaces were zeroed at a given low load level. The strains and

deflections were then reccrded at 10 or 20 percent increments up to

60 percent design ultimate load. Above 60 percent load, the data were

recorded at 67, 80, 90, 95 and I00 percent levels as conditions

permitted, or to destruction at five percent increments above 100

percent.

The deflection scales, twenty four and thirty six inches long,

were used until 1959 when a Wright F'eld struc-tures engineer designed
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a water L.anometer system., Small water containers hung on the

structure were arranged in such a manner that thL dctual structure's

dleflection could be seen visually on a specially designed multiple

:,anometer. Measurements were recorded with a camera (and tabulated

later), or were read and recorded r'anually at each increment of load.

This method speeded up the test loading considerably and gave the

test engineer a complete visual picture of the leflected structure

and its movement irn the free floating test setups. This method was

soon made obsolete in the early 1960's by electronic deflection

transducers and the computer.

Investigations of the high temperature effects in high speed

fliqht began with NACA in 1948. In October 1952, the Wright Air

Development Center at Wright Field began working in the research and

development of high temperature testing of fuill scale flight

structures. The need then was for strain measurements at Lemperatures

of 800 i-i ree• Fahrenheit, As test temperatures continued to increase,

serious problems were encountered in the development of high temperature

strain cages. At the present time, the highest practical workinq

terperature is 1000 degrees Fahrenheit for resistance type gages and

1500 degrees Fahrenheit for capacitancc gages when used in structures

testing applications.,

Thermocouples were used for temperature data measurement and for

control Furposes. The thermo'.'uple materials were never developed for

accurate temperature measurements in structures testing over 3100

degrees Fahrenheit, although higher temperatures could be produced on

the structures using radiant heating methods. Measurement accuracy
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for hiqher ranges remain unsolved problems in the simulation of

aerodynamic heating on structures.

fhe full scale elevated temperature data facility at Wright

Fie"Id included a data recording and reduction system with 1920

channels. The total channel capacity permitted 832 data and 144 control

thermocouples, 642 strain gage channels with one or two active arms,

160 deflectijn transducers and 160 load transducers. The 1920 channels

were fed through eight transmitter multiplexer units which used

flying capacitors in the commutating drum.

The low soeed sampling rate was 20/sec/channel and the high speed

sampling rate was 100/sec/channel. A Contr.l Data Corperatian 1604

computer was used with the Stromberq-Carlson Model 4020 microfilm

printer and the Stromberg-Carlson Model 1000 monitor. Data storage

was on four Ampex FR 314 tape recorders and four Ampex FR 307

computer tape recorders. Selected data channels could be plotted on a

Stromberg-Carlson 1O00 cathode ray tube display 5ystem during tests for

a quick look. Data were recorded on magnetic tape, microfilm, or by

computer typewriter output by on-line or off-line modes. Data could

be plotted or reproduced in tabular form.

This system was scheduled for operation in 1960, but delays were

encountered preventing its operation until 1962 when it was first used

on the Boeing Hot Structure tests. It could be used on one major test

program at a time and required reprogranmling in order to take data

for different major structural test programs. Software was custort

tailored and written in Control Data Corporation 1604 computer

assembly language. Air Force efforts to improve the data system
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operation provided better electronic equipment which resulted in the

eventual phase-out of the transmitter-multiplexer units which were

trounlesome, cstly and difficult to maintain.

Failure prediction in static testing was considared an important

requirement and it was believed that the data system cjmputý?r could

be used for this purpose. kesearch studies indicated that strain

gages could be used huccessfu~ly to predict tailure. An Air Force

r.search and deve'oDment work effort was completed, but wore

compellng work requirements prevented its successful utilization.

Also, the main test emphasis changed from serv;c. airplane structure

testing to re-entr) type exploratory and advanced development flight

vehicle structure testing where failure prediction was of lesser

importance..

The first data ninico4puter was purchasea in 1971 along with two

computer controlled, random a:ce;s, electroniLally multiplexed

multiplexer/analog-to-digital converter systems. The data handling

unit was connected to the rIinicomputer which in turn was connected to

operate either under control of the Control Data Corporation 1604

co•-uter. or as a stand-alone system.

A Systems Engineering Laboratories Model 86 computer, four

PDP-li/40 minicomputers connected via a high speed direct memory access

interface, an IMLAC PDA-4 Minicomputer Graphics System, thirteen

computer controlled multiplexer/analog to digital subsystems, 1400

channels of analog signal conditioning equiplent, 200 channels of

or'tentloinetric bridge signal conditioning equipment, 600 channels of

universal thermocouple signal conditioning equipment, and other
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peripheral equipmerit were all installed in 1975. All computý'r tasks

were coded in FORTRAN with assembly coding both in-line and in

subroutines.

Another minicomputer was successfully Lsed to verify operat'on

of the flight uy flight load sequ.nces programmed by two other

minicomputers for two major fatigue test programs. In the event of a

mis-match in specific load values, at the peak, the check minicomputer

automatically shut down the test operation.

The Control Data Corporation 1604 computer system was also used

in various ways for test operational safety to id;entify out of

tolerance data points during test on-line operations. It remained

in operation for all test programs until the System Engineering

Laboratories 86 system came on line ior the F-4C,'D and Advanced

Fletallic Air Vehicle Structure (AMAVS) fatigue tests in 1975. At that

timse it was dedicated to the A-1O static test pr-qram and then phased

out in Deceffber 1977. Parts of Zhe system were shippec to the

University of Io.,a Nuclear Research' Labo'-atory.

The on-line lest capability, where ore could see the data plotted

as the structures was loaded, and vresented in any format desired, with

trends displayed for strains, loads, deflections, tic., was in sharp

contrast to the earlier years where such data display would have been

impossible to obtain. Whether experimental stress analysis will

improve as a result of the modern, sophisticated techniques, is

unknown. It remains one of tne must difficult modern problems to

design an airplane with satisfactory mission life at the least possible

weight.

I,
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SE crIO , XIII

CONCLUSION

As this history shows, structures test methods were slow in

developinq and, from time to time, the need for that testing was

questioned. The value of structures testinq to the Air Force has

been oroven many tires over, and has been cost effective to the

government while furnishing a unique technical capability which

provided the knowledge and experience to solve critical ope-ational

problens.

Structures testina is much more comrlex tuday when many

different technoloqies are needed to simulate the airplar.e's ground

and fliqht operations in all environments, The near ..ture may

require ,tructures testinq in an altitud&-ccntrollad chamber where

the structure is loaded at elevated temperatures with liquid

hydroger, in its fuel tinks,

Improved instrumentation is helpino to proviJ, essential data

for better strvctsral design techniques using special compute-

programs. Even so, it i: imprebable that the requirement for proof

of airplaiie structural capability wil' ever be totally solved

outside of the test laboratory.

This history could be expanded to encompass many more interesting

accounts of the progre-s made in testing structures and of the many

different civilian and military people who contributed to it. Soma

have become internationally recoonized for their notable contributions

to military and civilian aviation and the sciences. Most names have
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been intentionally left out with no intention of slighting them or

their contributiors in helping to make flying the safest form of

m'ilitary and commercial transportation and a fqrmidible fighting

machine. It was not the purpose of this history to assign historical

significance to the names of people not already recognized by

previous historians exce')t in a few instances. Some can be found

in the bibliography and associated with their contributions as

future events might dictite.
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APPENDYX A

The list of reports or documents on static testina anO structures

testing, in this Appendix, dates back to McCook Field shortly after

it became the aircraft research and development center fur the United

States Army in 1917. The Index to Materiel Division Reports contained

all of the major structures static tested P.nd listed throuah i144.

All others were collected from this reference and organiza'ior Iiles.

Several changes were made in test reporting proceduees since 1944,

and it is possible that all test reports are not included prior to that

date, but that is purely conjecture. At the beginning of World W3r II

to the present date, sometimes, reports were not written because of

hiah priorities or lack of manpower to complete them. On some major

tests, forrdl reports were written but not published.,

Every new oroanizational chanqe resulted in a different method of

issuinq technical reports and memoran.jurs. Several major test proaranis

were docurvnted as technical memworandums and not available from the

Defeiise Docu-entation Center (ODC).

The .ajor and siqnificant trend str'ictures tests accomplished in

the Building 65 test facility since 1944 are listed in this Appendix.

Where known from local records, the report numbers are listed, but

many records and technical test documentation were retired to the

St. Louis records center. Extra copies which seemed to have no further

value were destroyed. A notation in this Appendix has been made to

indicate when a test report was not prepared at the end of the test

program.
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There were many smaller miscellaneous tests conducted that were

not listed in this Appendix from 1917 to the present time. Many tests

were conducted for other government organizations such as the Amy and

Navy, and for different divisions, within the Air Force. Many different

test operations were performed for other organizations at Wright and

Patterson Fields over the years, especially in Building 65. Seat

ejection tests and ejection of active duty pilots took place, tests on

human subjects were made to determine how much heat they could tolerate,

dummy drop tests and parachute harness and strap tests were conducted,

to name. just a few.,

Some report numbers are unknown and the 3paces are blank, even

though such reports may be available from DDC. For this history, it was

deemed of less importance to search for these, since many unproductive

hours could be spent. Anyone seriously interested in searching for

additional data or completing this test doc,.nentation may be successful.
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APPENDIX 8

FY-73 TEST ACTIVITIES AND MANHOURS

A complete manhour listing for the Building 65 structures test

facility operation in fiscal year 1973 is presented in this Appendix.

Appendix A lists only those test programs which involved large

manhour expenditures., It is not totally representative of the work

efforts accomplished each year, Not all the activities listed involved

;ctual test operations and reflect engineerina consultinc and involvement

in programs across the laboratories, the Aeronaitical Systems Division,

4950th Air Base Wing, Air Force Logistics Command and other Air Force

Systems Command facilities.

Manpower varied each year and decreased each year from a cortbination

of thinos, mostly budqet/manpower reductions and organizational changes.

This resulted in efforts to find ways to do tht same level of work with

fewer personnel through improved test methods in spite of ir:--eased work

load from new test requirements.

In 1949, there were 156 civilians and approximately '-() military

personnel working in Buildinq 65. This time period rcquired the largest

nomrber of workers for Building 65 operations. The bulk of the iork

involved wage grade manpower for handling shot bags used in static test

cond;tions.

The Fiscal Year 1973 data represents 95 positions for the Ill tasks

listed.

Manpower strength in Fiscal Year 1979 is at the lowe.c level irn history

with 76 civilian and 10 military positions. Only 27 of these positions

are wage grade.
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CHARGE NR. TITLE HOURS

11730101 TAC Drone Static Test 773

12445001 TAC Loader Proof Test 2726

"13470206 Fatigue Damage Sensor Evaluation 1391S13470318 Neuber Fatigue Analysis 1395

13470321 Pure Shear Testing 515

13470401 Fatigue Damage Sensor Evaluation 2334

13470402 Embedded Foil Strain Gage 172

13470403 Capacitance Strain Gages 855

13470405 Acoustic Emission Damaoe Detection 2208

13470408 Neuber Fatique Analysis 1608

13470409 Thin Sheet Fracture Mechanics 4112

13470410 Pure Shear Testing 509

13470412 Standard/x Structure Test 2122

13470413 Fatigue Crack Propagation Study 574

13470414 Subsurface Strain Measurement 139

13470601 Standard/x StructLre Test 990

13662107 X-248 Design Allowable Test 1378

13680102 Ballistic I.mpact Beryllium 274

13680109 Dispersion Strengthened Nickel 408

13680110 Damaqe Tole-ant Laminated Composite 569

13680207 Wing Cap Leiding Edge High Load 2859

13680208 Hypersonic Aerostructure Test (HATS) 121

13680210 Non-Integral Strength Hypersonic Vehicle 17

13680707 Weldbond Airframe Component Evaluation 104
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OiARGE NR. TITLE HOURS

13681301 Dispersion Strength Nickel 4737

13690120 A-37B Gear Shaker Test 24

13690126 Graphite Conposite Landing Gear 77

13690128 Filament Landing Gear Wear Test 594

13690129 Graphite Landing Gear Components 2874

13691103 Graphite Composite Landing Gear 321

13691105 Filament Landing Gear Wear Test 388

13691106 Graphite Landing Cear Components 1664

139A0000 B-IA 9962

139A0501 B-1 Structure Coreulting 3511

139A0502 B-I Engine Seal Ther.;al Test 5048

14310209 X-24B Distribution Allcwable Test 1361

14670225 Development and Evaluetion Structure Andlysis Methods 1079

14670406 Development and Evaluation Structure Analysis Methods 376

19260001 gird Resistant Windshield 312

1926U002 F-Ill Windshield Analysis and Test 585

19260003 Rird Resistant Windshield 445

"9260301 J-Inteqral Fracture 4342

19290302 Load SeQuence Effects 607

19290501 j-Inteqral Fracture 79

319A0000 AGM-65A Maverick 1440

324A0000 F-ill 805

324A0501 F-lilA Wino Fatinue Test 23605

324A0502 F-1ll Glass Transparency Fatigue Test 125
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CHARGE NR. TITLE HOURS

327A0000 F-4C 1661

327A5001 F-4C/D Fatiguje Test 310

327C0000 F-4E Iripruvements 302

327C5001 F-4E Fatique Spectrum, 21

327C5002 F-4 Outboard Fuel Tank 294

329A0000 A-X Close Air Support Aircraft 909

330B0000 F-5E International Fiqhter Aircraft 309

37630000 Thermal Response Test 292

410AO000 C-5A 10223

41OA0501 Boron Leadinq F-doe Slat/C-5A 98

410A0502 C-5A Wing Plan., Crackina 6702

410A0503 Wing Fastener Fatigue 14398

410A0504 C-SA Pylon Aft Truss Luos 1877

410A0505 Taper Lock Evaluation Tests 194

412A0000 Life Support System 168

43620501 Wino Cap Leadino Edge wiqh Load 1269

43620502 Hypersoric Aerostructure Test (,HTS) 415

43630116 Variable Geor'etry Aircraft External Fittino 71

43630117 Variable Georietry External Fuel Tanks 946

43630202 Survival Simulation Techniques 388

43630701 Variable Geometry Aircraft External Fitting 203

43630702 Variable Geometry Fuel Tanks 40

43640006 Biaxial Theory Verification 710

43640007 Test Tube Combined Biaxial Strength 739
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CHARGE NR. TITLE HOURS

43640009 Tube Graphite Epox) Stress 2554

43640011 Joint Fatigue Design 1503

43640014 Bonded Joint; Composite Structures 962

43640016 Bonded Composite Joints 4579

43640017 PRD-49 Composites 22

43640019 Fracture Mechaoics Composite Materidl 28

43640022 "omposites Fdcility 957

43640023 PRD-49 Epoxy Composite Evaluation 880

43640203 Test Tube Composite Biaxial Strenqth 618

43640304 Joint Fatigue Desion P74

43640307 Co-Vosite Test Static and Fatigue 574

43640340 Bonded Composite Joints 887

"43640542 interference Fit System 455

43660101 AC-130A Gun Ship 70

443N 0000 UH-IN 588

'43N0101 UH-iN Rescue Hoist Test 2799

443N0102 Hoist Vibration Test 232

468A0000 Compass Arrow 4

468B0000 Compass Arrow 120

481B0000 Advanced Airborne Command Pcst 330

484A0101 SCW Development 11944

485B0000 HCH-3LE 722
486UI03 Wing Carry Through Structure 1056

486U0104 Wing Carry Through Structure 5509
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CHARGE NR. TITLE HOURS

486U0105 Advanced Metallic Air Vehicle Structures Test 1374

60650407 Application Deployable Wing Encapsulation 326

60650410 Deployable Wing Structure 210

60650914 Application Deployable Wing Component 808

61460205 Rotating Heat Exchanger 38

C9500101 Air Cushion Landing System Development Program 966

69CW0108 Graphite Contract 3754

69Cw0115 Air Force Material Laboratory Box Bean' Static Test 639

88090300 Thermal Survivability/Vulnerability Analysis KC-135 1580

9991404L Microwave Landing System 69

9991484A Transoric Aircraft Technology Advancement 2216

99936211 Structures Test Facility Improvement 3931

99939210 Structures Test Facility Maintenance 7702

9Q939805 Equipment And Material Activities 1708

99949801 Training 6946

TOTAL MANHOURS 205,587

Ann-,al Leave, Sick- Leave and "olidays TOTAL MANHOURS 37,549

i
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